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Inouye to Speak at

GWGiles Rich,
Team-Wins National

Graduation

Championship

by Sally Weinbrom

Ceremony
enlistment because as a medical
student he Was needed in Hawaii fot
civjlian medical emergencies, so he'
mllt school to be able to fight for; .
his country.
After the war, Senator Inouye

..-

Senator Daniel K. Inouye Will
present the address at commencement
ceremonies for the J.D. Class of 1987
on May 17,1987 at 1:30 p.m, in the
S!Dith Center. Senator fnouye received
hIS J.D. from George Washington
.
University in 1952 and serves on the
Board of Directors of the University.
Senator Inouye currently represents
Hawaii in the U.S. Senate, a position
he has held since 1962t successfully _..
defending the seat against all
••
,
challenges for four successive
elections. Due to his long tenure in:
the Senate,Mr.Inouye
is the third-i' :
ranking leader arilongSenate I)elll0C!ats.
servmg as Secretary of the Democratic .'.ie•
Conference since 1978;· He also served
..' as Democratic National Convention CoChairman in 1984 and Chairman of the
Rules Committee in 1980.
.
Among his many honors" Senator'
Inouye holds the 1986 Ellis Island
Metal. of Honor. presented to ~O ethnic
Amencans the 1986 Congressional
Award of the Veterans of Foreign Wars
of the U.S., the Excellence in Public
Service Award given by the Academy of
Pediatrics for support of childhood
mJury research, the Agency Seal
Medallion,' the highest award of the
Central Intelligence Agency, and the.
1978 Nationallntelligence
.. .
Distinguished Service Medal.
;:
; ~enator Inouye was born in Honolulu,
Hawaii in 1924 and is of Japanese
descent. Inouye received the
Distinguished Service Cross, Bronze
.
StarbYurple Heart with cluster, and ; . ,
five attle stars for his
distinguished army service in the 42nd
Infantry Regimental Combat Team in
Europe. Because of Senator Inouye's
Japanese descent he had to overcome
discrimination when he enlisted in the
army. He was immediately rejected for'

.

-'

they again emerged undefeated, outargping t~ee strong teams to take the
regioniil title.

by CeCe IbsOD
While most of Washington was out
enjoying the first decent day in what '.
seems like years, Steve Carlisle and .
Dave Bertoni were making National Moot
Court history. On Friday, April 10,
'
Carlisle and Bertoni became the first
team from G.W. to win the national
Giles Rich Moot Court Competition.
According to Joe Costa, past Moot
Court Board President, it may also be
thefirst time a G.W. team has won any'
national competition, although our
teams have always finished very
, ,
; strongly.
• ' .
.'
"
. The .Giles Rich competition revolves
_,a~oUll,pJ.SSues m \ntellequ.atprqperty.'- .....~,.

~:::~e~~i~y~~~~~~l~n~~estibri~:'~,:·-+'/
'. Neither Carlisle nor Bertoni had any,
previous experience in intellectual
property law, said Carlisle and both
assumed the problem", would center on
trademark or copywnte issues, since
-Moot Court Champs Carllsleand BertooJ
last year's problem was on patent law.
Senator Inouye
, For the second consecutive year,
Receive .Congratulatlons from Judge
however, competition organizers chose
returned to the states and law school
- patent law as the topic, " .',
at George Washingto.n Univeristy, In
The problem was distributed in
1949 he married Margaret S. Awamura in
November 1986 and the two researched
The national finals were held this
~ traditional Japanese ceremony.
and wrote their brief over the
past week at the Court of Appeals for
Senator Inouye currently serves on .
semester break. The first step on the
the Federal Circuit in Washitigton.
the Appropriations Committee as '
road to the national finals was an
Carlisle and Bertoni maintained their
Chairman of the Subcommittee on
intramural competition at G.W. to
perfect record defeating, the
. Foreign Operations, Commerce, Science
determine who our representatives in
U~iversity
of Texas, the University of
and Transportation Committee, as
later rounds would be. Carlisle and
Minnesota and fmally John Marshall
Chairman of the Subcommittee on
Bertoni argued successfully against
School of Law trom chicago. For their
Communications, Chairman of the Select
all G.W.competitors,
earmng the
efforts, they received a top prize of
Committee on Secret on Secret Military
righ~.to reI>re,sent .t~e ~.L.C. at the. . .'
Assistance to Iran and the Nicaraguan
!leglOnal Competition m San FranCISCO ,.: five hundr~d dollars. ACC<?t:dingto
. Steve Carlisle, the comv.ehhon was a
Opposition, Chairman of the Select
mMarch.
.
"worthwhile. experience." "We got an
Committee on Indian Affairs and Membe
Four regional competitions were held
. idea of the kind of competition that's
'of the Rules and Administration
in Houston, Boston, Chicago and San
out there in the legal world." Thanks
Committees. In the past, Senator'
Francisco. Due to an excess in teams
to Steve Carlisle and Dave Bertoni
'
Inouye served as Chairman of the.
in the Houston region~ of which G.W.
other
law
schools
across
the
cowitry
Select Committee of Presidential .
is a part, Carlisle ~d tlertoni were,
".
know what kind of competition there is
Campaign Activate~ the Watergate
flown to San FranCISCo to arglle oothe:"
.atG.W.
committee in 1973-/4.
weekend of March 20-22.-1987. There,

Adios~ CreditjNoCredit
by CeCe Ibson .
Another nail has been pounded into .
. the coffin for the Credit /No Credit
grading option. On Friday April 10,
the Committee on Curriculum and Long-'
Term Planning met to debate the issue.
The fmal tally: the, faculty members
; of the commIttee voted 4-0 to repeal
the CR/NC grading optiont the student
members voted 2-0 to save It. This
resolution of the committee will go to .'
the Full Faculty Committee, presumably
on April 24 so action can be taken
before the end of the term.',
I
According to those who want to
abolish it, CR/NC is not serving it's
initial purpose; encouraging stuoents
to take classes outside their gen~ral
"'.
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course of study. Insteadbtheyargue,
CR/NC is consistently a used .. ' ,
Mamstream courses are being taken
CR/NC, as are perspective and paper
course. Classroom participation and
p're~aredness is declining .. Also, say
the abolitionists', allowing students
to.exercise their option to take a _.
course CR/NC does not provide a "real· ' ..
world" experience, since 'as in the
work place, lawyers are rated on their
actuaf p'erformance, not for a
diminished performance evaluation
grade. There is also some concern
that a "CR" on one's transcript is a
blacker mark then if the class had
been taken for grade' and a low graae
achieved.
.
Those who favor .the CR/NC option
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cite as it's most valuable function
.
the fact that it allows some 'r.ressure
to be lifted from the studen , as well
as allowing for a broader range of
courseworlc. According to Gfenn
Harris, one of three students on the
committee, the CR/NC option also
allows a student wlio feels he or .she
is not particularly skilled in the
subject matter to take the couse
without a detrimental effect on his or
her gradepoint average. In addition,
witli the outside pressures faced by
many law students including, work
family and other activities, CR/NC
relieves some small portion of each
semester's time constraints.
Tho~~ favpring CR/NC ar,gue that class
partIcIpatIon does not decline among
•

•
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'those excercising the option because
students are genuinely mterested in
the subject matter, regardless of the
fmal numerical outcome.
. It is important to note that this is
not a "faculty versus students" issue.
There are members of both groups on
both sides of the argument. Althou2h
the Committee on Curriculum and tongTerm Planning has voted to abolish. it,
all hope is noflost for the CR/N:C
option. It still must be voted on by
tlie full faculty and until then,
. opinions can still be expressed,
eIther through the SBA. or to
individual. fac1;1ltymembers personally.
Also, a mmonty report from the
Committee which_~ls for refof1!l...but
go to page 9, col. 4
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EDITORIALS

To the Editor:

Night Life
The evening divisionis an important and enriching part of the NLC:NoF
only does it add diversity to the school but.it has histoncally been the
.
means by which working people, minority students, and poor students have put
themselves through J.D. programs. The night school is not the poor sister of
the day program and should not be treated as such.
.
,
'
Even though evening students pay the same amount per credit as day students,
they do not receive the same quahnr of service. For example, the school does
not even try to adapt scheduling of Important events such as preregistration
and exams to night student hours. Preregistration, open only to 6:00 p.m, .
forces many nigh! students into skippinl? their first class of the evening;
."
Day-time exams for night students don t make much sense. Manynigl1t students
work full-time. Thus some night students must take vacation time to take
.
their exam. The Ad~in!stratIon claims that space is at a premium during
fma~; put perhaps buildmgs other than the NLC couldbe used for exam
administration.
~.
_.
, Night students, like day students, may not have the finances to pay for'
their program. Yet, they are entirely excluded from applying for Perkins
Lo~, die cheapest money around. Many have to-resort to .commercial lo~ns
which are much ~o~e expensive and req~Ire a much higher mcom.e to qualify,
'
The ~G ad!UI~IstratIon mustrecogmze that the mght school-isavaluable;.
asset to this institution. The school must make the current program more
amenable to niglit students' needs thereby offering a stronger program that may.
attract more. ca.ndidates and e.nhance alumni support. The power of the purse IS
a strong one. The better: the services the administration offers to the- night
students, the better the return on alumni giving. And those are terms this .
. administration
may understand.
.
,
.

,.

.Have ·A .Good .Summer
_
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. The nightmare offinals and papers will shortly be behin1 us .. ~any wil.1be
gomg .to all part~ of,the <:ountryto work !Ind play: Others will stay m the
.
heart of our nation'scapital perhapshavm,g the tIme to explore D.C. for the
first time. Some will be leaVIng the NLC forever.
/
"As you study", take time to anticipate the long hot days of summer when the
p'ace, oll so brieuYt may calm down .. Give yourself a break. Once working,.
.
there is no such thmg as a three month summer vacation. For those who are
working full time don't let the summer go by without at least trying to
attain a vestige of a tan. For those in scnool this summer rememoer how hot
Washington can be in July and.make at least one concerted effort to get to a
beach.
.
For everyone, good luck on finals and have a good summer. Relax, enjoy and
'gather lots of experiences to bring back to the NLC next fall. We'll be waIting .....

--

Elizabeth H. MacGJ:egor
,
Editor-in-Chief
Lisa Barry
Mike Glass
Peter Most
Sally Weinbrom
Editors'
CeCe Ibson .
Arts and Entertainment Editor
.
Hu/?h Kaplan
BIll Koch,
Production Assistants
Kenneth W. Brothers ~
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The Advocate is published bi-weekly by the students of the '.
National Law Center at George Washington University. Its offices':
are located on the third floor of Burns'Library, 716 10th Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C., 20052. The views expressed herein do not
necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board: the
National Law Center or George Washington UniversIty. The
Advocate will consider for publication all articles{ letters, .'".
cartoons or opinion pieces suomitted. All text shou d be typed
.
, . and SIGNED.
'
Spring Semester Publication ,?ates
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Scott

(ves

Complaint Manager

. I have a couple of little problem~.
I ama third year student at a .
The first is with people who write>
large, urban, semi-prestigious,
.
letters to The Advocate and refuse to
eastern law school who will soon be
sign their names.' Naturally, these
graduating and I have always felt an
unsigned expositions rarely give'
overwhelming compulsion to write
positive feedback on some aspect of
letters to the editors of
life within these four walls, but are
publications. However, because I am
most often critical of something or .
unable to face the accountability that
someone. It seems to me that If you .
comes with signing my name, I find
really do have an opinion, you'd want
that I am a frequent contributor only
to take creditfor it. Some of the
to Penthouse. As far as Lean tell,
world'smost revered thinkers got to
Penthouse and the Advocate are the
be that way because they had the guts'
only publications that will print
to take a stand when no one else
unsigned letters. Anyway.Tve always
would, letting the chips fall where'
wanted to send a letter to the .
they' m ay.
.
.
Advocate so here's my one appearance
, Second, I have to take some measure
, in a legal publication.
".
of offense to, let's call it oX's,"
..
It all happened so unexpectedly.
letter to the editor regarding this '
While standing at the library
year's Law Revue show. Law Re.vu.e,has
circulation desk, my attention was
been and always will be, open to, .,
drawn to a young, nubile first ~ear
criticism .. It's a student written,
(probably section 14). It wasn t the
acted and directed production.r.
first time I had lusted for this
Directors try always to be open to
girl's briefs. I had noticed her
.
feedback and constructive criticism.
.first at the Homecoming dance, and had
If X had shared his or her concerns
seen her often at Ciao.
with one of the directors before the
Unfortunately, Lhad never had the
show; it certainly would have been
'
nerve to make an 0EeDing statement,
well-needed and he or she may have
.But this time was different. I knew .
seen the results of his or her
.' if I didn't act, I would soon be'
.'
efforts. As directors, we are'. ',.
estopped by my graduation,
responsible for the production of the
-.Slie appeared distraught, staring in
show, which, as X points out isn't
vain at the filled pages of the Lexis
.
always easy In light of the time
"
book. Being a reasonable man, I .
commitment involved and the fact that .
queried, "Moot Court?"With
agleam
we, tool are students (or at least we
in her eye she answered my :' ,
pretend to .be during the show, often .
interrogatory,~What
else? It's been "
paY10g fo~ It later In the seme~te~). ,. .
'frustratIng me for weeks .. Wouldn't "~
And, as dlfectorsJ~ 'fe Often eXist 10 a ."
wanfto help out a first year in·
'
bubble of sorts;' webecorite so overli
distress, would you?'
familiar with the'material after a
. My reply was carefully drafted;
certain point in time, that we are .
"It's illy professional resQonsibility,
.desensitIzed to its. flaws, as well as
isn't it?" However, I exp'lained to .
its humor or lack thereof. I do not
her that I had just si~en out the key
pretend to speak for anyone else
to the Wang room on LLI.
Involved with the show, cast or
She expressed her confusion, "I
directors, nor have I "informallydidn't know there's a word processi.ng
polled" a,nyone. I do know that.a,
room for student Use.~ ,~Only some
majority of the people I spoke with·,
students," I replied. I made her an
were overwhelming1y pOSItive about the· ..
offer she couldn't refuse. Her
show, yet. sevt?r.al were pnafraid tq
outlines up to date, she accepted. No
.. share theIr cntIclsms Wlth'me. whIch'
,words were said as we traversed the.
I intend to put to work next year as a>
narrow staircase to LLl.
director. The Law Revue is a forum
'. As I closed the door to the tiny' ,
for many things. Traditionally, one·
cubicle, she reached into her bacl{pack
of these many thiri~ is a humorous
and withdrew a Diet Coke arid a bag of
attempt to make light of evemhing ..
M & Ms .. Together we laughed; we \Vere ,
about law school, fil~ul~ included
.
prepared to oreak all the rules.
It seems to me that If tne faculty'
Despite the small window, our clothes
really hated it 'they wouldn't attend, ,'.
were quickly dismissed, our motions
yet consiste1J.tiy t~e facuJty supports ,'.
were soon to be grantedt dis.regarding
our p'roductlOn WIth theIr attendance
whether or not we were ID VIOlatIon of
and, later, compliments. Those of us'
any statute. Suddenly, Justice
who take ourselves with a grain of
. Stewart's pithy phrase took on new
salt (which in this profession I wish
meaning. WnIle I too, could never .
everyone would) understand that in' .
define obscenity, knew it when I saw'
being visible, we leave ourselves op'en
it. We were it.
. :.
to cnticism or fun-poking. Most of
A short rap on the window
us don't mind. Certainly, as times
.
momentarily distracted us. The door
change, LawRevue must change.··Thls'· . , opened; we were no longer alone. A
year, we tried to use different types
, tiny voice squeaked "Excuse me, is
of music, rather than the traditIonal
~.
that your sona?" Wit~out a chane<? to
pop format., Next year, maybe we'll
file a response, she setzed the can ID
raIse our social conscience and deal
violation of Due Process. Her parting
with current events. Who knows. When
wordS, "No food Or drink in. the
change' occurs, it will be because all
library" are forever etched in our
the students who participate in the
mindS:
".
.
show want it to; The students write
,
The proceedin,gs were over; both
it, 'the students' direct it, and the
.,
parties were satisfied; there would be
students (subjecting themselves to
no appeal.
.
ridicule, r might aad) sing, dance and
act their way througn three hours of ,
THIRD YEAR STUDENT '" .
silliness. Yet through it all, we all
[name withheld uJ?on request]
have a good time, as does our '"
audience. And isn't thaneally the: '
rEdit~s Note: ·O.K. O.k.! We've-'
c

r

h

point?;:

ceee.Ibson

,.

'.,j

Vocal Director .
1987 Law Revue Show .

..'

.learned our lesson. Hencefoith we
will print NO unsigned or name
witlt71eld upon request letters to the
editor, no matter lVllATdle .'
circu17lStance, NO exce!!.ti01lS.) . .

.;

,
_!

. go to page 12, col. 1

'.,Student-Professor
::inier~~bon Needed
-.>',

by'Elizabeth MacGregor
We are all creatures of our age and
our station in life, in a way. We
,were born into the fast paced world of
the late twentieth century, and by"
combining our natural talents With
hard work and determination, we ended
upaccomplishi.ng a feat that most
,
would find enviable or at least'
respectable -. matriculation at a
renown law school. While we may
complain about flaws with our esteemed
institution, our inadequate
performance compared to the "next
guy," the lack of jobs when we ge~
out, and other petty annoyances, if we,
stop to put It all In perspective, we
are all achievers, and we're on the"
road to becoming major success
stories. Life in the fast lane.
But a seemingly necessary by-product
of the quest for success seems to be
an endlessly transitional lifestyle,
as we move from high school, to
college, to job, to law school; to job '
-- or some variation on the theme,
Our lives consists-of a neverending
stream of brief intense experiences.
We work very nard; in fact, our lives'
usually.rev~lv~ around the work, be it
on the Job or In school. Thus, our, .
closest friends are drawn'
predominantly from the workplace;
,
However, these experiences all seem to
end rather abruptly. After all, ."
barring unforeseen circumstances, ,law
school" only takes three years, and you
can't exactly stick around after that ..,
As soon as we have begun an
.~ ..:
experience, gotten our.feet wet, and.
jumped in an the waY,'we must leave"
a;nd g~ontothe
next-phase ofour
life. . .,,:
'. c" ,.:
•••. _,.".,
This" lack 6f permanence manifests
itself in a number of ways. For one, . ./
we tend .to feel a bit like vag~bonds
going throughJif~ aimlessly. I kno\\,'

.'my ,grandmother has devoted almost an
entire page in her address book to my
addresses in the last five years
alone. Some of my friends from high
school and college who have finally .:
landed in the stable "mainstream" of
life now own homes, no less. I know
someday I will also take on the traits
of permanence, such as an address for
a period greater than a year, first.hand furmture, and perhaps someday,
~ven (gasp!) solvel}CY,but that seems
l!1credibly remote m the law school '
lifestyle,
. ,
Another attribute of the
t!ansitionallifesMe is tpat our
lives tend to be filled With an awful
lot of "goodbyes." We've all had it
happen enough times to be familiar
willi the feeliiig: .I've spent every ,
waking moment with these people for
three years, and now I'in probably
never golOg to see many' of them again.
I remember: when I graduated from
college, I recorded the addresses of a
multitude of classmates thinking that
I would faithfully keep in touch with
each of them forever. Of course
.,
nothing of the sort happened, and
although I do keep in contacrwith my'
closest friends, ana I am an avid
,reader of the "Class Notes" section of
The News from Hope College, I rarely
even see my fellow alums who live in
the D.G.area. When I graduated,I
knew in the back of my mind this would
hap-pen, because acquaintances tend to
drift in and out of our lives without
.
contact before or after the term of
the acquaintance.' . '
.;'
This phenomenon tends to fill one
with a feeling of regret; To realize
that .friendslilp is merely a passing,
sentiment, that we can actually grow,
,aI]art from'close colleag:t!es cum close
fnends, is in·a sense realizing the i!
nature of our existence in tliis:
" "
, lifestyle we have chosen. The

,f

,

ApatlJ.y~andProcrastination
Rampant at the NLC

Run

tradeoff is obvious: the"stable, '.'
by HugbKaplan
quiet, 10l}g-term "Ou~ Town" existence,
fbr the hIgl,lpower, big bucks, '
, .While listening to a discussion in a
transitional world where you change
recent Professional Responsibility
yqur job, your address, and your
,
'class I was struck by the extent to
friends every three years.
which my classmates' opinions differed
,
The phenomenon see.ms all the more
on even some basic issues in the
relevant at every one of life's
.'
' course. I had assumed that the course .
transitions. We will soon be at one would lecture on the way the lawyer '
of these crossroads at the NLC, that
handles ~ay areas encountered during
is, graduation for the thirdyears.
practice. This assumption was based
Even those of us that will not be
on the belief that by the time all of
among the robed on May 17th know a few
us got to law school, we had already
of the prospective graduates in
developed an acceptable set of
varying degrees, arid most of us can
personal ethics to
us through
counta few friends among the lot.
our careers. I was mistaken,
But the unescapable, irreversible
Comments made by a few classmates
event will happen nonetheless; the
in that course and others, made it
robes will come off, the bar exams
clear to me that several students
will be studied for and taken, and the
could benefit from the additional
friends will scatter far and Wide.
guidance. I don't believe or mean to
The transition will be complete.
'lOsinuate that our school is full of
, Despite all the planning, no one
future shysters. Even so, the
knows where life Willtake each of us
student comments, recent headlines and
next. But there are sure to be more
. the increasingly diminished regard the
transitions to come, more breaking of
public has for our profession
ties, more acquaintances drifting
demonstrate the increasing need for
'
away. It's just part of the lifestyle
.
effective ethical education 10 law
. that we have Chosen. .'
, .:
school.
,
Requiring a course in legal ethics' ..
A few years ago, my cousin wrote
this in a letter from Japan, which is
as part of the school's curriculum
now his home:
.
does little more than coach students
. for the bar. The knowledge only lasts
,.,
The nights slip into days and
'until the ftrst beer after tlie MPRE.
back again with smooth alacrity as
At the University of Pennsylvania, on
we are dealt in a fast shuffle. A
the other hand, lL's return from
sleight of hand worthy of the most
Christmas break early to attend an
skilled trickster. Time is dealt
intense ethics seminar including role
and redealt with startling
playing and traditional instruction in
indifference to the cards that are
the Model Rules.
.
actually played. It is up tous to
While I'm not advocating this type
relish those cards and enjoy the .
of program for our, school, rdo thiiik
gamC?from our own wry perspective,
the key to an effective legal ethics
educatIOn ~;t.more personal approach
. - Well, goodbye irietids.
to the subjeCt and better student- .
faculty rapport. Whil;e few profeSsorS'
areunapp.roachable, It IS too easy to
sit through a <:!ass\n~ver having any
real contact With tbe mstructor.
Also, NLCadministration tends to
create distance between students and
the administration by m~
students.
feel like' customers and law school a
business.

car.ry

"',-

sUb~Et~t~rili: J1~I~:~~~~~rear~
two
qualified to discuss. And smce I am
one of the only editors who has not
yet used the pages of this classy
pupl!cation to express my humble'
.
~p~~~: ~i~le ~;:hJg Brecd<\it has' been
lOcreaslOgly ObVIOUSto me tnat '.
stude~ts are flOding it difficplt,
.
espeCIally my fellow fun-lOVIng ftrst·
y'ears, to get back into the swing of
th!ngs. And for those <?fyo~ who, ,.
·th1OKyou are all alone 10 thIS '... ,
,
overwhelming need for sleep, sun and;
fun,,,you're not.
,
Spring Break was one of many ,
catalysts 10 this outbreak of
.
weel(~ight ~ar!yingl watching rertl~s, "
exerclS10g SWImSUItseason lurks" .
menacingly , and spending time With
that speCIal non4aw student. This.
I.

~,!

,0.,,

;;.

-....

t -.:

'.

.

."

the law that brougltt me here, and that
make a deliberate and conscious effort
should sustain me in the forthcoming
to enioy life more. Unfortunately"
seige. Emanuel's don't fail me now. '.
enjoymg yourself is fun, and just
But if I can overcome apathy and
'
like one drink will send an alcoholic
, procrastination, at least for a little
back down the p'ath of selfwhile, the point I'm trying to make it
, destruction, having a good time just
that anyone can.
.
tempts us to have more. And anything
Tak:e care long suffering first(emphasis added) is ,considered a gooa
years, this was supposed to be the
tIme compared to law school; ,',
most miserable year of our lives,and
. "I'll study later" becomes a catch~
it is almost over. And unless you are ,
all phrase. We become increasingly .",
a total fun-hater, this year hasn't
less focused and incapable to JUST SAY
" been so bad. You Northeasterners have
NO to even the smalrest distractions
met some incredibly interesting ."
dangled in front of us .. "Do you want
Westerners (even though you couidn't
to go to the store,happy hour, the~,
flOd their states on a map), and these'
beach, or a sweet ~portmgevent?";
very few from the heartland have been
, Even if you don't pke sports, the', '.
culturally educated. Now that we've
prospect 'of watchmg two guys beat ".
almost gotten through this together,
eacli other up for more money than I'll
good times will be liad by all In the
ever lnake in my lifetime seems quite'
next cOuple of years (optImism runs
rampant as well).
. _ .. ',
entirj~,~ntow
what:th~ poi~t~f t~:,
r have a feeling that apathy and /
'article is besides that I'm havinga "
IJrocrastination will come in smaller
good time sitting outside in the sun "
<loses from now on. And we shouldn't
writing it. But with fmals ~anging,.:.
berate ourselves for enjoying
over my hea~ procrastinatIon ao<t
anything, including slotbfulriess.
apathy: are golOg to have to be fou~t
Everyone is learmng the law here and
oIf with vengance~ But after a month
all of us will do weIr at whatever we
long ofattitudeadjitsting
and:,')::
. ~
do. So enjoy xour friends and free
boosting my psyche, I .know th!1t i;n'my.;'
time and don t feel guilty. What's
case, I am much hapl!ler than If I d
..
done is done. There. I fed much ",
buried myselfjn the library rac!ng,: .' ,1'
..better now.
through the supplemental readmglist. "
>

>,

~~~S~d~~~. i3t.~..~~es~.~
.. I.it.Ica.s.a~t~hg,.r.~.·!'
~~~~~r.:?ne~s;dol1't:want
to talk,;;, 'U
'. As a matter of fact,',qilything begins;
to loo~gett~f t~an readlng an~.c1a~,s~,.(
OrgantZIng y~ur clo,s~t at,td wrltIng, c'.'
home about .....
a.,1.1
t.he.s.t.udymg.yloU'Vv".'.'.!~.
',"
be.en.doing ~gin to take ,hlgh~,
.,',!';'.
prIOrIty.....,'. '"
, ' . ."
;," '. ....
....ReaI1Zlng the good things we all had
been <ie,nying,ourselyes,
we-began to
J.

to

Ha~:.U~,
~e~~liJtlyq
!r:.l'
philisophlCal. It is my interest in

l

,

OPINION'
,,--------------Part of the reason why we pay so
many large American dollars to go to
school here is the ~exceptional faculty
•• the majority of whom could serve as
excellent ethicill role models by
providing instruction thr!Jug!l example.
Some ofthe more consCIentIOUS
IJrofessors attempt to stimulate
; ,aiscussions of ettiics in their courses
and should be applauded for their
efforts. However such efforts often
disinte8!ate into an uncomfortable
series of queries with students
hesitant to answer or rebellious about
the waste of time.
"~:" Smaller classes would help. Also, a
,prograD} encouragin.& student-IJrofessor
1Oteraction on an infOrmal level would
improve the relationship between "us
and them." A few ftrst year
professors try this on tlieir own, but
because of tlie enormous amount of
material covered in ftrst year' '
classes.. time to consider ethics is
limiteo1 and typical ftrst year
neurOSIStenos -to discourage them from
voluntarily approaching a professor.
This type of program miglit fare better
later and With more structure.
. ,An improved rapport is necessary for
. an effective ethical mstruction
[. specifi~y' and for our legal . •
"eoucahon 10 general. Thfuk about It
ovet the summer, I'll remin~Ou in
the fall, tell me what you t'
and
the worst tl!at will happe.n is I' get
another article out of it.
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'While-g-Wait

Professor Kayton Criticized
by Two' Judges
by Bill Kocb,-

,-

.

.,

Two judges for the United States
District Court/. Northern District 'of
Illinois found fault wiih the actions
of an NLC professor as both expert
witness and litigator, In two
.
separate cases before the District .
Court, one decided in 1984,and the
other decided in 1987, the court made' "
statements in their opinions which
either questioned orfaulted Professor
, Irving ~yton's actions;
".'
..
Citing that both cases are pending
appeal, Professor K.axton declined to
comment on the opimons when,
'
contacted.··,'
In the first case, Bally . .'

Manufacturing CorporatIon v. D;
Gottlieb & Co; et a/., 222 U.S.P.O.

AT. NO EXTRACtlARGEJ

PROFESS/OlYAL'
RESUMES

for summary judgment based upon: 1)
inequitable conduct by the plaintiff
.
dunng. his .patent appli~ati9n .and / or' ;
2) nomnfnngement;
District ~udge ",
William T. Hart granted-the-I'.
~
.defendant's motion on the .issue of ~,
_- inequitable conduct,'stating it would' " ,
be unnecessary to reach the issue of
a~~ih~}~t~1~~~Ji~:b\~d!~n~~~~~~~'
to plaintiffs failure to alert the
PTO to new information concerning
certain parts' of a.text entitl~d

,
...;?~.,;;{;~-::'~~'1-~

.Typesetting and Printi.ng
Word Processing
Cover 'Letters'

i,:.' ;~.:;,
,

~-===~- =-=:.=
----------

f

='

-0

==
-

~~~11YPE

(RNA) 681 District Judge Grady
discussed Kayton's role as an expert
witness for Bally. Grady stated at,
686 that
.".
To the 'extent that [Kaytori's]
testimoriy,if credited, might be
.
said to tend toward validating'
. this patent, I reject that ., .'
testimony. I found him to be an
extraordinarily biased and .
partisan witness. 'Even if I had .
not heard that he has been paid
some $200,000 for his assistance
to Bally in this case, I have so
. regarded him.
. But it seems to me minor
tragedy of some' sort that two
'members of eminent university
faculties have seen fit to lend .
the name of their university and
their academic credentials to the
pursuit of p'erso.nal profit, as has
,been done 10 this case.
"

Professor

775-4898

Kayton

"High-Speed Computing Devices". and .
another patent, the Hillyer patent.

.

2029 K

.
The duty of candor and good
faith to the patent office 'rests
on the inventor, on each attomey

or agent who prepared or
prosecutes the application and on

every other individual who is
substantially involved in the '. . '
preparation orJ!.rosecution of the
application.'37 C.F.R. Sect.
156(a) [emphasis by court];
.

The court went on to say that while
it does not expect experts to testify.
free of charge it feels it "is an ','
The judge also stated that "[aln '
altogether different matter" when the
additional and alternative ground for
expert witness "become[s] in effect a
granting summ!uy juqgment in favor of
yery highly p~id employee of one of
defendants is plamtifrs (and
'
the partIes.....'
plaintiff's attorney's) failure·to;·
.'
,
The later case, Haro/d S. Hemstreet
-correct Incorrect statements made to
v.Burroughs Corp., etc.,et .0/., Slip
the patent offIce ...." At the heart
O]>inion, was decided on January 30,
of tliejudge's determination was the
1987 and the decision'of the court
description given.t~ a prior
was based upon actions taken by the
character-reco~ItlOnpatent;,the
plaintiffamfthe
plaintiffs co- .
Hillyerpatent.
Plaintiff and
counsel in 1958. ,.
plaintiffs counsel claimed that while
, This case is somewhat more complex
both the earlier Hillyer patent and
th
th
r B II
d
' the Hemstreet patent analyzed
. an e ear ler a ~ ~sC? an - or'
electronic pulses.in an effort to
Involved Kayton as plaIntIffs co.:· .
counsel ratlier than expert witness.
identify characters, the Hillyer
"
In 1953 Hemstreet applied for a .
patent utilized an "accep.tance due to
patent {rom the Patent and Trademark
similarities" process whIle the
OffIce (PTa). The object of the
'. ,Hemstrt?et
process useq a "rejection
·t·
due to differences" applicatIon.
pa t en t was a ch arac t er recogm Ion
Hart drew attentIon to the eVI·dence
system, which could be used for such
functions as scanning bank checks. In
presented and concluded that the
his patent appliCation, Hemstreet.
Hillyer patent did "in fact. ..o,perate
claimed his patent was unique and was
on the oasis of differences...
While
J

Street,

I

N..W.; Wa'shington,

D.C•

25% OfTAll Resumes Through April IS
attempted to prove that Kayton did not,'
believe the Hillyer patent operated
based upon differejices, the court
responded by quoting rrom Kayton's
deposition testimony,
.
Summary judgment was granted for
defendants due to the "inequitable
conduct" found by the court on behalf
.of the plaintiff and 'plaintiffs co•
counsel, and plaintiffs compliant was
dismissed with prejudice. The court
found issues ofTact existed as to
defendant's additional claims of
"inequitable conduct" with respect to
two other patents and an allegedly
"sham interference practice."
Kayton, professor at the NLC, has been actively involved in the area of

patent law throughout his professional
career and is director of tlie Patent
and Intellectual PrQJ>erty Law Program.
After receiving his J.D. from New York
University in 1957, Kayton served as
, Patent Counsel to Bell Laboratories
(1957-1958), General Precision
. Eguipmenf (1958-1960). and General
Electric (1%0-1963). Kaytcn has
published numerous books since joining
the faculty in 1964, including The

Crisis of Law in Patents, Patent
PropeT1y-:Cases and Readings, Patent
..Preparation & Prosecution Practice,
'.. and 4aYton on Patents. He has'
.
remained active as an expert witness,
and is regarded as a leacfer in his
fIeld. .
,

<

~6s\:ic~g~~~lOn of any prior a,~t. , '. .'. " ~:s ~:ifs~~~ ~}ef~ft:~?t~gSr6ethis
Hemstreet's patent applicationwas"\'
- lJrevious testimony of Mr. Walter
assigned to Link Aviation, Inc.,in·
..... . ••..•.Burns, the court stated that the
.
1~55.. Stephens and Kayton worked for:
.. testimonY: on which the plaintiff
.
LInk an~ were the attor!1ey~
.
j' .'
relied haa been struck oy Burns prior
responSIble for the applIcatIon.
,'..
to ,the transcript!s execution.
transfer.' Link was later acquired by" ",,, ~"-. .
.' .
. .. ,.,
General Precision" Inc. whIch was In
.Kayton realized that the
turn purchased ~y the Singer Company.
Hillyer deVIce·functioned on the
The patept w~s Issued on January23,
baSIS of differences ...[but he
1973) whIle SlOger held the
• .
,n~ver] correcte~ the original
appJlcati9n fIle. After fIling suit .
mIsrepresentations
macfe to the
agaInst S1Oger, Hemstreet was assIgned, patent offIce. ,.
"
,
tIie patents as part oJ a settlement
.I
. agreement.
.,
.
';.
In eva uating the-necessary degrees
Hemstreet later sued both Burroughs
.~of materiality and intent required to
and Harris Trust & Savings Bank for
grant defendant's motion for summary
patent infringement, alIeglOg that all
Judgment the court stated that the
of the character-reading proaucts
actIons OI Kayton and Stephens
made; sold or leased by Burroughs,
'co.nstituterd~clear and convincing .. ;
infringed upon one of his two patents.
evidence of atleastl Kayton'sintent
Harris leased Burroughs eguipment.
to decei~e." .. hile the plaintiff;,
In response, the defendants moved
<,'

_-".";"\i

.~;

"Chase" For Children's ~ospital
morning's events. Said Joe Disciullo,
,who had the dubious honor of being the
last to cross the finish' line: "In
Rare are the opportunities in law
running, as in college basketballl. the
school, as in life to do something
most important are the FINAL l'OUR."
nice for youiseU and someone efse at
Whoever can claim to the lion's
th'e same time. The Phi Delta Phi
, share of the accolades, one this is
"Ambulance Chase", however, was just
- . 'certain: the money raISed by the
such an opportunity. The brave _"
campaign will be devoted to a very
runriers woo weathered the sleet and
important cause. On Thursday last,
rain on that brisk Saturday morning, .
the nrst offIcial function of the
benefItted from a brisk workout.
newly elected Phi Delta Phi board, was
Because of their participation in the
to present to a panel of hospital
race, the young patients at Children's
executives and administrators a large'
Hospital on Miclligan Avenue in
.
placardboard check in the amount of
Northwest D.C. will also benefIt. Phi
_.....lour hundred dollars. Said Tom
Delta Phi managed to raise four ,.
,: : McMorrow, Magistrar of Phi Delta Phi,
hundred dollars from the runners'
after the bnef ceremony: "This is a
entrance fees, and the proceeds from
story of winners. The runners and the
the Phi Delta'Phi courtyard "Happy
fraternity benefIts by being able to
Hour."
show the school and the community that
, First place winners who headed their
our fraternity members are more than a
categories in the 5Kjaunt along the C
bunch of law students who like to
& 0 canal were J. Peter Fasse, and
'
drink beer. Everybody wins." To Tom,
Mary Beth Maloney. Yet, those in the,
and all of those who participated in
middle and the rear of the pack were
the race, a job well done.
equally enthusiastic about the,

by Eric Lipman'_

Survey: GW and Georgetown Students Compare
their Law'Sth.o~l§.·
..
- in .
~a~~~eg':~inbroman~

Elizabeth .
'

\

time.
When asked how manybours' per week somewriting comments inrespons~ to
Only 76% of Georgetown students"
they relax or socialize, 64% of GW
the survey) emphasized that tlie GW .,
however, felt that GW's Law Review .
stu~e~ts responded that they '. . .,
physical plant, including its library,
would quali~, but 91% thought
.
socialized ten or more hours per week, '"
IS supenor to Georgetown's, GW. "
Georgetown s top ~uarter could get a '.
while 58% of Georgetown students are . . students'also approved of their '>
so playful. When asked with whom they
school's features, particularly. the .....',., .' plum Job. Only 50 % of Georgetown
stud~nts felt GW's top quarter could
socialize, students from both schools .
clinics, with one exception: 70% of .. -equahfy.
....
.
were most likely to party it up with'
GW students stated that they felt .'.' ..'
Most students surveyed from both
fellow law students at tlieir own .
Georgetown had more prestige.
schools, 96% of Georgetowners and 86%
school. However, GW students more
-Sfiidents from both schools
of GWer's, expect to ,get a job with a
frequently chose'people from the .
overwhelmingly.thought that pr~cticing
law firm right out of raw school.
.
workforce as their second choice of"
attorneys hold Georgetown 10 higher
FinallYlstudents were as.kedwhether
- cronies, whereas Georgetown students
regard thanGW, wifh 98% of Georgetown .
they woula like to see more.
_.
chose other non-law students.
.
students and 93% ofGW students
interaction between the two schools.
In good news for the professors,
responding accordingly. Several . '
78% of Georgetown students would
students from both schools'
students from both sclioolsJ..inwritten
while 69% ofGW students would like
overwhelminglyfound classes
comments, suggested that uW is held in
to. Hoyas and Colonials felt about
challenging and worth attending. 91%
higher regard 10 fields such as.·
.
equally ~tr01!g!yabout having greater
of Georgetown students answered
Jntellectual Property Law, and that GW
academic, cbmcal; or .' .
'
affirmatively to this question while
IS probably thought of equally well lecture/symposium activities jointly,
- 88% of GW students gave profs the
Idcally,whereas Georgetown bas' a
at around 30 to 40% for each activity,
positive nod. And the majority of
better national reputation .: Students
and a majority of students surveyed
students from both schools, 79% from
from GW classified tbe degree of
from both scliools would like to see
Georgetown.and 74% from GW, answered disparity as little (57%) wliile .
more social events planned together.
.affirmatively when asked whether they
Georgetown re~onse.s generally ranged
52% of GW students are interested in
feel their school prepares them
• from little (27% to moderate (its%) ..
getting to know some Georgetown
adequately forpractlce.·
No one from G and only' 10% of ...students and 63% of Georgetown
Differences appeared between the
Georgetown students felt the disparity
students want to check out their GW
schools, however, when students were
was very great.
.
'
.
counterparts.
.asked to compare institutions. .
When asked who would qualify for
Students at both schools, when asked
jobs with tOJllaw firms, students
whether they felt that the other
responded differently to the odds for
Stout on Wall Street
school offered a better education,
different groups. Virtually all.
responded negatively, with 94% of
students responding to the question
.
Georgetown students and 86% of GW
felt that Georgetown Law Review would
On Tuesday, April 14 "at 4:10 p.m.,
students sa>1ngno. When asked about
qualifvbbutfrom there the responses .
Professor Lynn Stout wil f speak in
several specific aspects of the two
varied etween the two schools. GW
room L-302. Her speech Willbe
schools, including professors
students felt that our Law Reviewer's
entitled: "Taming the SEeculative
library, quality of students, clinics, /
were 96% as likely to 'land the top
Beast: What's Wrong WithWall
and prestIge, students at ueorgetown
jobs, and 75% thought Georg.Ietown top
•Street." The presentation is part of
.generally felt that nothing about GW
quarter would quahty, but only 55%
. .the Law Review's Current Legal Issues·
was better, however a fe~v(including
thought GW's top quarter could go big
Serie~. All are invited to attend.

,~~~

, The George Washington University',
Natiorial Law Center has an excellent .
national reputation. However, for
years GW students have compared
themselves to their sister law school'
across town, Georgetown, and come up .
short. .According to a recent survey..
of both Georgetown and GW law .
'
students conducted by The Advocate
staff, though GW students believe ,...
their legal education is comparable to
Georgetown, students from both schools
overwl1elminglybelieve that Georgetown
is held in higher regard by practicing
attorneys. .
.'
The comparison between the two .
schools is natural since GW and
Georgetown have traditionally been the
.;-....two
most highly regarded schools in
Washington. Students from both
.
schools responded to five questions ,
regarding academics, social life and
national reputation of the two law
- schools. Fifty-seven Georgetown and'
one hundred-seven GW first and second'
year students responded to the survey.
GW and Georgetown students are
roughly equally studious and equally
social, In response to a question v:
asking the number of hours studied.per
week, 24% of GW students responded
that they study 16 to 20 hours per
. week, 47% 21 to 30 hours per week, and
11% more thari 30 hours per week. Of
Georgetown students responding to the
same questIo~ 32% study 16-2011ours'
per week, 25'70 21-30 hours per week,
and 28% more th~n 30 .hours per week,
j

'.
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Professor Merrifield to Retiree- Recalls ChangesatNl.C
•

by Lisa Barry,
labodawwhiCh
is his specialty. ..,
"
Pr'o~es'sor'Ler-oy S. Merrl;fieldNia'fter
When Merrifield was in high_schoo~the;'
l'
Wagner Act.was passed. .This National",
a 40 year teaching career at the
C;,., ,,'
Labor Relations Act guaranteed the, "
is rettringat the. end of the .:
:,'
rights of workers. When Merrifield -- ,
semester. Merrifield specializes In ','
was in college, the .constitutionality ,", '
labor law and teaches the fopowing,;" ,
of the Act was upheld. Sincethen the'
courses: Labor Law, Collective
"';"
field of labor law has entirely' _ ; ')
Bargaining, Lab~r Arbitration, Torts, . ;
developed.
-,
,
Labor Law Seminar, and Comparative.
In raw school, Merrifield wrote a
Labor LawSeminar.
.>,
"
_.
note for the Minnesota Law Review on Merrifield has seen many changes ,
the expansion offederalyower
under ,',
since he b~an teaching. When pe, ca,me
. the commerce clause. Since then he '
to the NLC in 1947~as an.Associate
has seen a gradual expansion of' '," " .
Professor, the evenmg students
federal law regulating commerce and.
outnumbered day students 2-1.
industry whicfi eventually went to an ; ,
Merrifield said that-many students
extreme. "We're now in a ll.enod of
pursuing a LL.B. directly after World
deregulation similar to the~oover
and
War II Iiad to work since there was no
Coolidge era -advocating the free
.
federal funding akin to modern loan
market and laissez-faire," Merrifield.
programs. "TIie students wanted to get
,said. He anticipates a happy medium
out of school as fast as they could'
.,
eventuall.'
,
and weren't too concerned with social
issues," he said.·
There were also only 15 full-time
faculty members at that time compared
to over 40 today. The student
population at 1700 was the same then.
as now, however.
Merrifield has been-an important
part of manychan,ges at the NLC. He
was chairman of Hie Committee on. .
Integration right after the Brown v.;'
Board of Education decision in 1956.
He studied the effects of integration,.;
at other law schools and was __ ,'.
influential in admitting the first
'"
black students to the NLC. Merrifield
was also chairman oCthe committee
I

which led,_~o,hiring.the first black

I:· ~

and between countries.. "I would like,
. to see more, effort to achieve'
-, <~-'
international world order because it
hasn~t gotten far, in my lifetime, "
he Said. ",'
" ,_
.. '"
. .Metrifleld is satisfied witn his
role as a teacher at the NLC overthe '
past 40 years: His greatest.
"
'
satisfact~on has been seeing the . ,.
accomplishments of former students.,',
,
Former students include membersof." ...·;
Congress judges, members of the
v.s
National tabor Relations Board, and
presidents of unions:
.'
..
When asked what imp-ression he would
like to leave at the NLC, Merrifield
responded, "I would like to be "
remembered as helpful and that I cared
about students:
'
Merrifield's plans for retirement'
include extensive traveling and ." "
sta~ng active as the United States
Chair of the International Society for,
Labor Law and Social Security. The·
day after the semester ends,
"
Merrifield is traveling to Argentina
for a conference. Professor~ ",.""",,,.,
scholars and practitioners of labor, •,' "
law will meetto discuss labor law in .
relation to the national economy and
how changes in law and technology
, affect labor relations.,..
' ,', ' .. '
"I would like to see the United
States ratify more of the treaties
proposed on internationallab()(
I, '"

~,~ ~

standards," Merrifield said~the
federal government has not done so
'
more often because much of labor law .
is state law ..but Merrifield thinks
'
the fe~eral govemment should be able
to ratify f;hese international
'
treaties .. ',
.
In July, Merrifield will travel to
,Scandinavia where his family is from' .
oiigina:IIy. In September, he is off
to Turkey, for an "International Society .
executive meeting. Afterwards, for a, .
p-leasure, he has scheduled a top- Up' ... .: ,
the Nile to Egypt. .Other co~tries he;
has scheduled to VISitare Spam and
possibly Israel. Merrifield IS well
traveled and has visited many' '.
countries including Hungary, Poland,
Japan and Australia. He Said, "The
Soviet Union and China are on my list
of where I'd like to visit next." '
Professor Merrifield graduated with
a BA. in Political Science and'
.
History in 1938 and then received his ' '
LL.B. 10 1941 from the University of
Minnesota. J!l.~242, he !eceivedllls
M.PA.anam
1956 receIved his SJ.D.
from Harvard. Before coming to the
NLCt he was an attorney in Boston and
then 10 Washinmon1 D.C. at the' ,'.,
Department ofJUStIce .. Beginning as ,_
an associate professor 10 1947, ;
Merrifield became a Lobin,gier
-.
Professor of Comparative Labor Law and
Jurisprudence in 1956.
,',
'

~,"

faculty member..
.'
.
In the-1960's which Mernfield
remembetsas'a
time~.ofgreat uIlhe~val;;,- .'
he served on a committee to dea1 With
1
student participation in student . '. .
Professor
Merrifield
government. The student pleas to this.
committee resulted in student voting
Merrifield's observes the law as an '
members ofthe faculty and student
accommodation of conflicting
.
representatives on faculty committees.
interests. He would like to see
,
In addition to the changes at the
la~ers, as negotiators and
NLC.. MerrifieJd recalled incre~sing
arbitrators, peace~bly' ~esolving .'." '
develOpments 10 the law,especlally;
conflicts between 1OdiVIduals;groups,
.<
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TheFlrstYear Job Search: All is Not Lost·

&4iMU

e~~~~
...~

by CeCe Ibson
Tuesday night, i'.1the midst of
further procrastmatlOn, I sat down to .
watch "Moon1i~ting" knowi'.lgfull well
it was a re-run. But, something'
happened that forced me to turn off .
the T.V. set and contemplate my future
(or lack of it) in the legal;
profession. l-Ieather Locklear (you'.
know that skinny little thing that
plays the tramp on "D)'l!astV")came on .
with one of her ads for Holiday Spas
and asked "Ate you ready for summer?" .
"~o,ftsighed I. '1 am.not the least'
,.
bit ready because I, like hundreds of
'
other law students, first and second
years alike, have no summer job." According to Suzanne'
Alexander,Assistant Director of Career
.Development, for first years (and
according to me, for second years as .
well) all ~ope is not lost in tlie
summerjob search. ."
.
On WednesdllY,April 1, the Career
Development Office sponsored a
diSCUSSIOn
of first year job
• ',
alternatives. According to Alexander,
the possibilities are endless.' Many.,
first year jobs pay little or nothing, .. ,
.but.the experience they provide make
the financial sacrifices and
"
adjustmC?n.t~
worth the effort. Among
the posslblhttes:
.
>Judicial Internships: surprisingly,
judicial internships are not difficult
to come by, if you're willing to look
good for a couJ?lehours ana kJ10ckon
aoors. Alexanaer suggests gomg to
the judges' chambers, <lressedin
'.
appropriate attire and with resumes in
hand, and simply ask ifthey.wiIlsee ""//
you.. Givethe Judge your resu~e and.'
ask1fthey'U~a~eyou,!¥any~lI,:·
.•.

and many will make offers on the spot,
which you should be prepared to
. '.'
accept.' She suggests trying both D.C.
and Federal courts.'
.
Capital Hill Internships: again,
the same procedure can be followed.
Taking a day to knock on doors and
distribute resumes may seem time
consuming, especially with exams
approachmg, out it is more productive
tlian mailing them and try!ng to
schedule interviews and often yields .
more immediate results. As With
judicial internships, most hill
internships are non-paying. In
addition to knocking ondoors, ,"," .:
Alexander recommends contacting the.
Senators or Congresspeople from your
home state, who inay providevaluable
leads.
.
.
.
Trade Associations: here's where
paying jobs may befound. Mosttrade.
associations, including the American
Bar Association: wait until April or
May to fill positions. Some work is
legal, some involves research and \
Writingon non-legal issues. In. .
either case,.according to Alexander
the experience is invaluable and they
can be financially lucrative positions
as well..
.'
Federal, State and Local Government
Organizations and Agencies: again,
some paying an~ some non-paying jobs.
can be had 10 this area. Don't .
overlook the possibility of leaving· '.'
D.C. for the summer. Often governme.nt
organizations and agencies in'home or
oUier states have spots to fill, and .
~h~competition may be less than what
It IShere.
.'
.'
...•
Internships through theG.W: ......••.•.
,.'
.~ Clinics:. the ,clini~ pro~de the: kind' • .

,'i

Before~

. ,

,.

. •

of hands-on work experience that's.
tough to beat. Talk to clinical staff
to see what's available for the
upcoming summer. .
.'
Non-legal Jobs: These range the
gamut from working for a business to
bartending. According to Alexander,
you don't nave to take a legal job for
the summer. Many first year students
look at this as their last amount of
free time before the real fun begins.
If you decide not to take a legal Job' ,:
for the summer, Alexander oTfersthe
following helpful hints: often
employers find yo.urother skills and
interests to be as Impressive as your
legal attributes. To maximize your
opportunities in the second year fall
interviewing process, however,'she.
recommends lining up a fall part-time
jobin July oJ;August.so your resume
indicates an interest 10 legal work,
'.
as well. Also, include on your resume.
any college or post-college legal or
.
work experience.
Above all, says Alexander \ the key
to finding a summerjob is to oe .
aggressive. Employers are notgoing
to come t9 y.ou. Also; be creative,
Nowhere.is It written 10 stone that
only conventional summer jobs are
"real" summer jobs .. Convince
employers th<!tthey want Y9u,Jhat you"
are worth their investment 10 time and
'money. It may take you until the
.
first of June to track down that
summer job, but perseverance will pay
off.
'.
'.. '

~
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Administration 'Announces New Faculty for 87~88
i

The following new professors, listed
in alphabetical order, will be
teaching at the NLC next year:, .
George C. Christie Visiting
professo.r,.Spring Sem~ster. Born 1934.
ScholastIc. BA., 1955lJ.D:; 1957,
columbia;, Dipt. Int'l LaW 1962,
Cambridge· S:.J.D., 1966/ Harvard.
Editor-in-Chie~ Columbia Law Review.
Professional: Lecture!: University
of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand, 1985;
Lecturer", Fudan Universi!y, Shanghai,
China,IY85; Fellow, National
.
Humanities Center, 1980-81; Visiting
Professor, University of·
Witwatersrand, 1980; James B. Duke .';
Professor, Duke, since 1979;
Lecturer, University of North
Carolina, 1977-78; "Professor, Duke,
1967-79; Ass't General Counsel .. N.B. .'
& So. Asia, Agency for International
Development!. !%6-67; Professor,
University of Minnesota, 1965-66;
Associate Professor, 1962-65· .
.
Associate?-.Covington & Burilng,1958-"
60; Ford Foundation Fellow, Harvard,
1960-61.
.....
Subjects: International Law, '
Juris'p'rudence, Legal History,
Presidential Decision Making in
National Security Affairs, Torts.
Publications: Iurisprudence: Text .

and Readings on the Pllilosophy of Law (1973Jj. VIe Sum and Substance. of the...'
Law OJ Torts (1980); Law, Nomls and,
Authority (1982); Cases and Materials
011 the Law of Torts (1983).
.

1975-present; Board of Directors,
Woodley House, 2979-82; Board of .. '
Directorsl The Pierce-Warwick Adoption.
Agency .. tne Washington Home forFoundlings,1973-1982· TheUnited
States Department of Health, Education
& Welfare Task Force on
.
Deinstitutionalization,
1977-78, Phi
Bet. Kap
..
ta
pa.,
'
Edward GordonH'osition Not>
Available]. Born 1935".. Scholastic:
B.S;z 1%6, 'Pennsylvama; L.L.B.,
196.j; Yale;' Diploma in International
Law 1965, Cambridge.'
Professional: VisIting Professor of
Political Science, Wellesley, 1982;
Visiting Professor of International
Law, Fletcher School of Law &
Diplomacy, Tufts University, 1981-82;
Professor, Albany, since 1980;
Associate Professor, 1977-80;
Lecturer Rutgers, Newark, 1973-75;
Private Practic~ 1970-75LAssociate,
Kaye Scholer Fierman, nays &
Handlerl..NYC,1968-70;
Associa. te.,.
Reid & Priest, NYC, 1964-68. . .
Subjects: .Constitution & Foreign ..
Relations, Constitutional Law,
'
International Law, International
Transactions, Law & National Security.
Publications: "International Law
and the United States Action in
. Grenada: A Report," 18Intemational
LaVlYer 331-380 (with Bilder, Rovine
and Wallace, 1984); ''The United
Nations Charter and the Use of Force:
Is Article 2 (4) Still Workable?"
.

I:e~~'<:"7'-'.:';;'1i&~isogg~ro1<~1JfUg~~1

Ka:::;m~~~rtgl~~~;~:
Law
Journal of Legal History, 1971-76;
Acevedo, Reisman, Pa~tl Elarby, and
Board of Editors, Law and Philos.ophYi
Rosenstock, Annual, .19M ); "The
Scholar-in-Residence, McGuire, Wooas & Decision to Block Iranian Assets-Battle,1983.
. Reexamined,," 18 International
.
Lawyer 161;·186 {with Lichtenstein,
Margaret G. Farrell Associate
1982); •"InternatIonal Law in American
Professor. Born 1939, Evanston,
Courts: Some HigWights of 1980," 15-.
Illinois. Scholastic: BA., 1%1, . ~lntemational
Lawyer 265-285 (1981);
Cornell University; Yale University,
,"The Role of the International Court
1961-63, Yale Law Journal; J.D.,
' in the Hostage Crisis -- A Rejoinder,"
Order of Coif,. 1964, University of
(with Youngblood) 13 Conn. L. Rev •.·.
Chicago.
.
429-458 (1981)· ."1'he Blocking of
. Professional: Of Counsek Ennis,
Iranian Assets,~ •.14 International ..· .
Fnedman & Bersoff, D.C.,lY86,
Lawyer 659-688 (1980); ,"American
Partner · 1981-86; .Visiting Lecturer, .
Courts, Internatzonal Law and
The Yaf e Law School, 1986; Visiting
'PolitiCal Questions' Which Touch
.
Lecturer, University of Virginia Law
Foreign Relations," 14 International
School, present; Senior Lihgation
Lawyer 297-329 (1980);
Attorney, Mental Health Law Project,
"Extraterritorial Application of the
D.C., 1977-81; Adjunct Professor,
United States Economic Laws: Britain
Georgetown University, 1972-75;
Draws the Line," 14 International
L~g~srativeAssistant to Senator
Lawyer 151-165 (1980); "Review of •.
RII>lcoff,D.C;,z,.1973; Attorney,
Some Recent cases and Other Current·.
Covington & tlurling, 1964-66. .
Developments.of Significance to
Suojects: Domestic Relations, Law &
International Lawyers'" 13
'\
•.'
Med.icine, Professional Resp'~nsibility,
Imemational Lawyer 721 (?) .(1979).
Semmar on Health Care Delivery .
Member: International Law
.
Systems.'
"
Association (American Branch -Publications: "Federal and State
Executive Committee, since 1979);
Entitlements; Health Care and Support
AALS (Chairl International Law
Services in the Communitt, Legal
Section, 1983-84); ABA (Chairman,
Rjghts of Mentally Disablea Persons
Committee on Grenada, 1984); .
1783 (1979); "ImQlementing a Right to
.Editorial Advisory Committee, The
Community Meta] Health Care'!, 14
International Lawyer,1979-83;
Clearinghollse Review 738 (19801;
Consultant, U.N. Environmental
"Developments in the Ri~t to die
Program,1983; Editorial Advisory
Least Restrictive Alternative: KARC
Board .. Transnational Publications,
v. Conn", 14 Clearinghollse Review 327
Inc.; S10ce 1984.
(1980)i "Health Planning and
.
Deinstltutionalization:
Advocacy
Harold G. MaiefVisiting
Professor,
Within the Administrative Process· 31
,Lyle Alv~rson Chair. Born 1937.,
.
Stanford Law Review 679 (1979);
S<:ho}astIc.:.·BA., 1~-??".J.D ..1~63,
Materials on Health Law (1972)
CmcmnatI; LL.M., .elM, Michigan.
(contributing editor); "Mapp v. Ohio
Ed.-in-Ch., U. Cin. L.Rev.
and the Excfusion of Evidence'
..' Professional: Admitted Oh, 1963.
Illegally Obtained by Private Parties"
Luftbrucke DankstiQendiat, Free Univ.
72 Yale Law 101lmall062 (1963).
'. of Ber}jp, 1959-60 ; Ford Int'l.
Member: Committee on Legal Ethics, . Studies Fellow, Univ. of Munic~ 1964D.C. Bar Association, 1983-86; United
65; Ass't. Prof., Vanderbilt, 196.)States Judicial Conference for the
. 67:Assoc. Pr%. 1967-70~ Prof. since
District of Columbia Circuit, 1980,
1970; Dir. Ofl rimsnat'l Legal Studies
1982-86; ··Ex-officio.. Yale Law School
since 1973; Guest Scholar, Brookings
Association Executive Committe~ 1984Inst., D.C.,1976-n;
Counselor, Inn.
present; Delegate from the Yale LaW
La~ U.S. St. Dep't.,.1983-84; Vis
School Association to the Association
ProI. Pennsylvanza, zall1985. .
of Yale Alumni, 1984-present; Health
Subjects: Comparative Law, Conflict
Law Forum, ABA, 1986-present;
of laws, Censtitutional Law, Foreign
National Health Lawyers Association,
Relations Law of the United States,

.

Immigration Law, International Civil
Litigation.
..
..
-_
,
Publications: Patents, Trademarks &
Knowhow, Nutshell on Public
International Law (with Buergenthal),
1985.
.
.
¥ember:A.SIL,
(Exec. Coun;,197579, smce 1984; ALI (since 1984)·
Coif. Consult. Off. of Army Sec\y
Panama Canal Negotiations, 1976; Bd.
of Eds. Am. Jour. ofInt'I Law (since
1984): StudY_G..r.I!.,.Law Applicable to
Int'l Sales, U.S. St. Dep't, (since
.
1984). , "
Dennis R. Nolan [Position Not
- Known] Born 1945Scholastic: AB., 1%7 ~Georgetown;
J:D., 1970, Harvard; MA., 1974
Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
Professional: Dep't, of Army, 197173; Associate, Foley & Lardner
.:
Milwaukee) 1970-71, 1973-74; Visiting
Assoc. Prof, Univ.ofWashington,
Seattle, 1?79-80 ·
Fulbright Visiting
Prof., Univ, Co il-.Galway, Galway,'
Ireland, 1981-82; Assist. J>rof,.197477, Assoc. Prof. 1977-80, ProI.1980-,
Univ. of South carolina.
.
Subj~cts: Contracts, Labor Law.
Publications: Labor Arbitration Law
and Practice in a Nutshell, Readings
·in the History of the American Legal
Profession.
.
,r.
Member: American Arbitration
AsSociationartd Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service Panels 'of
Arbitrators; American Socie!y for
Legal History; Industrial Relations .•..
REsearch ASsociation; International .
Society for Labor Law and Socia!,
·SecurIty; Labor 4w GrolJP; ~ahonal .
Acade~y ~fJ\rbit~ators; S'ociety .of"
ProfeSSionals 10 DiSpute Resolution; ..
South Carolina Emplo~ent
and Labor
Law Specialization Advisory Board;
.'
Southern Labor Studies AsSociation;
'Wisconsin and South Carolina Bars •.

P~blicati~ns: Permissible ~<:<>pe of .:
Hear1O~/ DIscovery and ADdItional
'
Fact-fmdmg During Judicial REview of
Informal Agency Action (with
.'
McMillan) 1982; Discovery in Judicial/
Review of informal Agency Action (with.
McMillan2, 1981; The lmpaet of
.
Michigan s Common-Law Disabilities of
Coverture on Married Women's Access to
, Credit, 1975.
Leo M. Romero Visiting Howery
Professo.r of Trial Advocacy ..
Scholastic: AB., 1965, Oberlin;
. J.D;: 1968, Washington Univ.; LL.M.,
1974 Georgetown.
• Professional: Assis. Prof .
Dickinson, 1970-72; Prof., CLEO
Institute, Ariz State, 1973· Director1
CLEO Institute, Uriiv, of New MeXICO,
1975, 1978, 1982· Visiting Assoc.
Prof, Oregon, 1976- Tl: Assist. Prof
1972-71~Assoc. Prof. i974-78, Prof.
1978-, univ. of New Mexico.
.
Subjects: Evidence-Trial Practice,
Criminal Law and Procedure, Advocacy,'
Advanced Criminal Procedure, Moot
Court.
,
Publications: Proposed New Mexico
Criminal Code and Commentaries, 1986;
· Hispanics and the Criminal Justice
.Sysfem (with Stelzner) 1985; An . ,
assessment of Affirmative Action in '
Law School Admissions After Fifteen
Years, 1984. ..
. ,".
.
, Member: NITA; AALS; ABA Criminal
Justice Section Council, Section on '
Legal Education and Admission to the
Bar; Association of American Law .
· Schools.

Paul Frederick Rothstein rPosition
Not Knownl Born 1938. Scholastic: .
B.S. 1958, U.B:1961, Northwestern,
Ed.-in-Ch., Nw. L. Rev:i.Fulbri~t
.
Scholar, OXford Univ., r.ngland; 196163.
. -.
.
Professional:· Instr .. Michigan,
·'1963-64; Ass't. Prof., Univ of Texas,
William H. Painter Rinehalt Chair
1964-66; Assoc Prof., 1966-67· Surrey
of Business Law. Born 1927
Karasik & Green, D.C. 1%7-71; ProY.
Sch.ol~stic: AB ..z. }950, Princeton
Georgetown since 1971 •
Uolv., LL.B., 19:>4,Harvard.
., .'
Sul>jects: Civil Procedure, Conflict
. Professional: Admitted NY, 1955;
of Laws, Criminal Defender, Criminal
'Provo Pra~"J..:pebevoise1.. Plimpt<?n &
Law Evidence. Torts.
McLean, N YC, 1954-5~; Teaching Fellow,
Publications: Evidence in a
Harvard, 1958-59· Prof. Villanov~'
Nutshell, 1970,2d·ed.1980;
1959-6..5iVis. Prol ...Michigan, 1%5;
Understanding the New Federal Rules of
Prof., Mo.-Kan. City, 1965-72; Srec.
Eviden~ 1973, 1974, 1975; The
Counsel and Dir., U.S. House 0 REp.
Federal Kules of Eviaence with
Com. on Interstate and Foreign
Practice Comments (updated annually),
2d ed., 1978i
,
.
Commerce, Subcom. on Commerce and>
Finance, Stu<!J of Securities Industry,
Member: Coif· Dir'y of Am."
.
1971-72· Prof., Illinois 1972-81;
Scholars; Who's Who in Am. Law: Rptr.,
Albert .E. Jenner, Jr. Prof., since
Nat'l Com. Comm'rs on Unif. St. Laws,
1981.
'.
1968-75\ Gov'g Bd. & CLE Chrm. Fed.
Subjects: Accounting, Business·
Bar Ass n Consult: U.S. Sen. Jud. .
Organizations CorporatIOns,"
. Com., 1975-78.
. Corporation Finance, Securities
Regulation, Taxation Federal.
-rublications:/Federal
Regulation of
Insider Trading, 1968; Corporate and
Tax Aspects of CloselY Held
Corporations; 1971, 20 ed. 1981;
Problems ana Materials in Business
Planning 1975; 2d ed. 1984; the
.
Federal ~ecurities Code ana Corporate
Disclosure,1979 ...
Member: AU (since 1982)· Phi Beta
·Kappa; Mem., Fed. Securities ~w Com.,
ABA;, Chrm., Subcom. on LegIS., ABA
Fed. ~ecurities Com. l974-8f; Mem.,
Subcom. on Civil Liab ilities & Litig.,
. since 1981. '

CR/NC,(Cont'd)

,

Todd D. Peterson Associate
Professor Born 1951. Scholastic:
AB., 1973, Brown; J.D. 197~ summa.
,cum laude, Michigan; Note r.ditor,
Mich. L. Rev., Order of the Coif.
.
. Professional: Assoc., Crowell &
Moring/Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue, .
'1976-82; Attorney-Advisor, Office of
Legal Counsel, U.S. Dep't. of Justice,
1982-85i Partner, Ross, Dixon &
Masbacx, 1985-.
Subjects: ~ivil Prs>cedure. '

,

from pagel
notablishment,

of the CR/NC rules

will be presented to the full faculty.

This report calls for the reduction in
total CRINC hour& thus preven~E
full semesters of CKINC while still
allowing students to excercise the
option of taking, h~thetically,
onf'
course per semester CR/N~.
,.
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April's Datrils

/

by Julie LeAJoba Kessli/"'};'~}:;·>

, stfck~~;s~irati~n,
butaisoI~~t~';:'
check to boot.) Surely, I thought, if
Lget the~e at S:15 a.m., when (hey .
open their creaky doors, I'll have no j
oblem gettin.g to cIa.s.s.·by 11 a.m, .'..
I'd also certaiiily have time to affix ,
t esticker on my car,)i block from ;
campus to avoid..~,l1ny
.tic. kets fot an' ,
expired sticker).· Wrong, ~ong,
. wrong! The linewas outside tlie door ..
along the dismalhallway.andwrappeo
around the dreary l;~rnet~;~Needless to
say such, excitement ,IShard to handle,
an4 even~arder tqe'Press}Vithout
the
assistance of descriptive four letter '
words.
.
.

Over the past three years; lnave,
...
on occasion felt strongly enough about
one issue or another to take dIe time.
to put pen 'to paper. The staff;ofthe.:
Advocate has humored me (or perhaps
ust had extra space and a lack.of .:
'real" material) enough to print my
thoughts.
', .
Since I knew the last issue was , '.
coming (sooner than we ~ouI4alllike,",T"
to thiqk) I had been ,pla~g WIth;
If:.'"
ideas for a "closing tlioughf or two or
three" about the p'ast three years.
When 1 couldn't decide between a Greek
...
tragedy. and a picturesque view of a' , . ...
blue ,suited andbreifcased person
.
. walking off into the corporate sunset,
I simpry discarded the idea
,
altogether. Then came April 1st. '
.
The day came and almost went quite
uneventfully. To be truthful, the
only reason I noticed it was that the
'
.
rent check went out with the morning
mail. Otherwise, there were the
.'
"cute" jokes: ProfessorClarkwalking
into Banking Law IIand stating ever .
so distrauglit!y that the GlassSteagall Act tthe law which keeps
banKS from operating McDonafd's
restaurants and ownmg the N..Y.S.E.)
.' had been repealed thatmornmg bya
spe~iallegislative session, and .
.
haVlng the, fake two-second heart
10:50 a.m.: Attemp.t to Mil a cab
attacK when a student was admittedly
to get to class. Naturally, it being
"unRrepared." ,Then there was
April, I didn't take a coat and
,
ProTessor Sims suggesting we read an
shiVered profusely while inventing new
"unbelievable" case cited 3? F.2d .
maybe ??? since spring graduation. ' ....
additions to my ever increasing four.
letter word vocabulary. I ftnally
. '.. ".
could well depend on It.·.
.
.,.,
give up and catch the metro.'
.
These were the pleasant jokes of the '
11:10 -- Banking LawJl
'
day, the ones Ibelieve the April
1:10 -- Federal Income Tax
Fool's drafters intended. The
2:10 --Conflicts
' .'
. .'
p'urpose:: to get us out ofthe win.ter
3:15 --I arrive to my 'car and low.~..
oolorums ano to remind us, with a .
and behold $20.00 ticket,for none,," .'
smile, that spring.is just around th~
other, than "an expired Zone 2
"
corner. However, unfortunately thIs
.
sticker." .
. ' . '.
.
belief of "pleflsant hll.Mo( doesn't
-.
3:30 -- I arrive to my 10' by 15'
.
always ,P-revatl. "
".
,. .
castle a.k.a. cubicle ana attempt to .,
To get into the mood" one must look
complete my Bar Application. ,Question
at the days events: 6:30 a.m. -- the
47 -- Ho?, many trartic violations have.
alarm. goes off (don't worry, not for
. you had tn the past ten years? Who ."
studVlng purposes as the author IS a
the hell remembers? .So on the phone I
3rd Yl?ar) in order to make it down to . '
go to the D.M.V. in Honolulu. No .....
JudIciary Square and get yet another:;
answer, ring, ring, again no answer ..
~ne 2 sticker. (The D.M;y.notonly
I call theffonohilu operator to check
dldn'fsend my renewal, which I had.
the number stating tlie impossibility
,
sent three weeks in adVance of the, •
j

fi

1

~'

,.",'

~~o

-~

Z

a

whole hours yesterday." "Keep trying"_. ..
dilemma and after being transferred
sh~ Sa~s, "and mahalo for usmgAT&T.".
four times to "someone who I'm sure
4:15 -- Eureka, someone fiiially
f
can help you" I reach Noelani in the
· picks up the phone. I explain the .
abstracts department. She kindly
- the attorney for the Milan
.
informs me that this information can't
manufacturer for my summer line. If we
be given out over the telephone, but
.
miss this aypointment and I lose this
must be requested in person or by mail .
account 1'1 probably have to me a
.
accompanied by a $2.00 money order a
Chapter XI,. WHERE ARE YOU
In a
self-addressed, stamped envelope and
sheer state of panic, I pick up the'
.
will take six to eight weeks. I.
phone .. "Jean-Pierre~ what appointment?
frant!cally ewlain t.hat mxBar ....
Tonignt? I'm so sor , "What do you
. Application is.duein three weeks.'.
mean you're sorry, how could you do
"I'ln sorry" she says,"that's.
..' '
this to me?" he screams. "Wait until .
department policy; don't you have any
the Honolulu offtce hears about this!"
relatives on Oahu that could pick it ..
In a shaking voice; I inform him that
up for you?" The answer that my. "
I'll shower and meet him at the Hilton
family lives on Maui and would have to
in thirty minutes.
'
fly over for that joyous occasion
I hang the phone and think where are
provoked another "I'm sorry, but .' those razor blades I used three years
that's department policy." ,In,,'
_ .
ago to cut the remnant for my cubicle.
despair, I call the niririg partner at
Instead, I hop into the shower, throw
my law ftrm in Honolulu who said
..... on'my blue suit and'some make-up
.
"we'll see what we can do, and by the
(thanK goodness for hair gel) an4
way Julie, the weather is great today"
proceed to put some documents m my
and the surf is three to four feet at '
briefcase. I reach for my appointment·
Makaha."· Finally, some justice.
'
book, thumb through itIor the number
5:15·· I attempt to calculate my.
tax return, only to ftnd .out that 1- '. · of D.C. Cab 'whicli of course I can't
ftnd) and stumble on to the week of
owe twice what I thought my return to
Apnl13 through 19i'there it is, in
be. (So glad I am taking Federal
reo ink on WeonesaaYt April 15th, 8
Income Tax now!!!).
. "
p.m. dinner at the CapltafHilton re:
5:45 -- I decide the only cure for
-. Jean-Pierre's merchandise for summer
such a day is an aerobics class and
·line.
. .
off! go to the gym.
".
. I didn't know whether to laugh or
7:00 -- After a hard, but '
.
cry so I decided instead to pick up ,
unmotivating work~out, I stop at
.
the phone and call LA. (where client
People's to pick up a diet cOKe.
Jean-Pierre is headquartered). After
Naturally the 'person in front of me
saying what I'm sure was
was buymg a 6asketfull ofitems"
incomprehensible gibberish to the
with a credit card no less and the
secretary) guess wJ.iogets ontheline?.
cashier was moving in reverse, or
You got It, Jea!1-PI.erre) who yells out ....
otherwise practicing for herriext job'
a "GOTCHA"m hIs thick french .accent.'
at the Pennsylvania Avenue post·
'. "
After momentarily feeling like the i'.. ,,,~
office.·.
. ...;,
",'
Queen idiot for tlieday, r teHhiril' " .. ,' '-'
7:20 :-.-I crawl back to my cubicle. "
that I'm saddened to learn that.the
..:.,
a;nd hear 'IP-y. phone ripging.T am too';~
"holiday"of April'S fools' has'-: c .• ·· ." ,"" ;'"
hred to thmk and deCide to.let the; ,
transcended international boundaries
i answering machine pick itup. After a
and "look forward" to seeing him in
I minute, a screeching,
yet familiar ".
two weeks. Click.
"
..
voice is taping "Where the hell are .
So my friends, there' you have it, ,
y~)U,I've oeenwaiting here at the .'
th~ GreeK tragedy and t~e bl~e-suit.ed,'
arrport for two and a-half hours; YOll
bnefcased person combmed mto thIS
know we have an eight p.m. dinner
.
corporate sunset saga. You can laugh .
appointment at the Capital Hilton with
· alright, but take heed, it may be you
!hatno one is answerin&, after all,
'. next year! Should any of you ftnd
.
. ItS 9:30 a.m. out there. ' 'It's not
.
yourselves in Honolulu, don't forget
impossible,'~ she says, "you know the .'
to call.'
.
sun's out and pe9ple ~anted to get "
. outdoors. today smce It ramed for two'
P.S. I received my "original" Zone 2
sticker in the mail on April 2nd.
HAPP,Y GRADUATION!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

rn:

TODAY'S CROsSWORD PUZZLE

.' ','Use your head. ",'.
'.'
Smart people recycle aluminum,
. . paper and glass..
,.

.Give a hoot.'",

·Dol1't,p~llute..
Forest%I§iCe,

U:S.D.A.'gI' '

,'"

"

-'

"'., ~

,,'
I"'·

10

11

12

13

"",
,

. ~- ...
~

'•.

ACROSS .. ;
'5rDiiatory'
'·,·28
Wage
1 Fruit drink
' 52 Percolates'"
advance
4 Lena -:
.' 54 Greek'letter.
'SO Thatch
9 Arete'
: .. ' .; '58 lr'vkig hero i '-~,
33 Locations
14 Jokester>: "/ >,60 Pitch" jl- :;,,':-~/:S40fsound
.',,,
15 Walking
.
61 Artifices .,'Ii .~i;"Pitch
16 Dialect .'
62 Instrument '''';,.'35 Musketeers'
17 Aquarium pet'..· .64 Pesticide ; iT,:: 'I'. ,oath
19 Residences:·66Ethan"":'·
37 Wound mari(
, colloq,
.~ EiiSuture;
, !lOMost sugary
20 Metric unit
68Also'i;
,', ;",.42
Semitic,':
21 Untruth
69 Unites·,,:.
~;,;, ··tongue'
22 Fuel
70 Movement
.. ,A5 Blasphemer
23 German title
71 Bungle',-'
.. ". ,',"
24 Addicts'
DOWN'
26 Drooping
1 Flooded····.48Wound
about. .
29 Alder: Scot.
2 Roman poet .'.'.: 53 Twaddle
31 Behold ..
3 Moth'
..'
55 Gladden
32 Timber
4 Strong'
. 56 Singer
33 Pelted
'5 Away
57 Mary or
36 Whips'··
6 Exasperates'
Jacob 38 Pilot'
• 7 Snoopiest
59 Singer
39 Cogitates
,8 Celestial .
.
Lily 41 Settles
. 9 Circlet
,61 Zephyr
43 Individual
10 Aims-62 Forefoot
44 Thawed
11 Waste' 63 Sf. Pierre,
rimes
12 Attained
e.g,
46 Least
13 Letters
65 Put on
common
18 Mission
47 US President
24 Strip
49 Fasten
25 Ladies: Sp,
50 Screw pine
27 Batons

I
. , . solution on page 7
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outslde~Option~:Full-Time

ACE

.Work,;!'l'~ft-Ti!p{Sch()(>l·

·"_f

. '.

',"WE SPECIALIZE IN

tUne)job and a non~~pportive office. '..
.·Be works as a Financial Analyst for
IBM where he analyzes government
contracts to determine wnether the
work is progressing on schedule. He
currently oversees a $234 million
"
contract to redesign air traffic "
control systems in the U.S.
Although Dan decided in college that
he wanted to be an attorney he
decided not to attend law school '
immediately, and not to go on a fulltime baSIS.
\ He saw full-time law students as
falling into the path of becoming , .
enmeshed in the pursuit of the firm
associate positions --"the path of
least resistance"-- rather than other
legal or legally related careers.
.'.
Dan falls outside the stereotype of
night students. He is only twentyfour years old, does not liave a .'
family, does not have a full-time job
that pays a huge salary and does not '

[editor's note: this is the second
a two part series regarding law .
students with non-legal jobs.]
by Sally Weinbrom

TYPING It WORD •• OCUlING

.

Finals frenzYis upon \JS. Atop
listof most day students' concerns
and priorities for the month of April
are whether courses will be outlined .
and whether black letter law will be ....•...
:"
memorized in time for finals. Far '.
from our minds is why we are here or' <
~~t~M~'~~~~~~f. on with the~orl~.
For. the night students at the NLC; ."'.'
lawschool represents but one half.of'.' .
a dual existence. Law school.
.
represents an opportunity to gain.
knowledge or prepare for career
.',
switches. Marsha Fox, Tom Slattery,'
Gary O'Dea and Dan Fox (no relation),

..

lECAL;1YPiNGAND,
WORD1P.R.bCESSING
,i

ON C4llPU$

101 U-"

.STREET .

-LOOK FOR OUR SIGN-

466-TYPE·· 857-8000
tIie same. Everyone has adifferent
reason for being here, he said, And
everyone can,use their degrees
.
accordingly as they wish.
Gary O'Dea works days for a small
construction firm, coordinating
-,
contracts on site; He ensures that
all business materials are available •
while also representing his company to

~r,f/JJr~'}fg.~f~no'bii~e~r~eca~fet~epressure at my job isgreaterth9n the
,. ,

- ,"

.' '~.

" "

.

,".

'.

.'. '.. '.,' '-, .- ','.'

" ... .'

.,...'r

".

"

l~~~ftr:r~~t;:~~~:~ea~dl~;:r~a~h\f}'"
.~~a~~ {g~~~~~
~:~~~his family:
the lf~ttg~~~~j'ob and law school.'
from different perspectives, However,
Dan hasn't seen a movie in five'
- "Law school doesn't consume my
they share three common -'.
months and hasn't seen his friends
life," he said. "There is more to
characteristics: their individuality,-=:,
since Christmas. He finds that IBM
life than law, law, lawklaw. but I
their drive to succeed and their • .,.;;
has a knack for hitting an expanded
like law school or I Ii e it as much
critical lack of time.
'.
work week during finals.
..'
as any oJ?ecould..It gives me a good.
t. dts
Tl'ehvee
naig.hpt
.s.l~nh.
O£oOulrarlleOaWrSs
..
sl'n
usdteean.
...
t
.
...
~
.
•
'
AdditionallY"his
boss
does
not
give
a: real person." ", 1._
, .
him time off to study or to take exams
.,perspective
Hisjo" isona bemg
little unconventional,
aCh
of three. Night schoo students take. .
scheduled during the day. So this
, but he likes it that way. He moved to
only three to four less credits per .....
'past December and again this May, Dan
'Washington from New York to work for
semester than full-time students and.
will be expected to put in 60 to 70
the Center for New Democracy and then
pay the same per cr.edit~-.Theytakez,
hours at the office and then take his
spent some time working for M.C.I. "I
.
the same courses Withthe same
.'. 'c
exams on his vacation days.
hated life/' he said..
professors and sit for the same exaIlls~
It's worth it, however, for the - _
Working for the construction company
Yet section 20 students (the.night.
sheer value of the education according
he can work outside, not be tied to a
school first year section) .: ..; ._.'
to Dan. "A law degree is the last
time clock and meets a different
;
t~ditionally have a higher grade'
. advanced general degree that exists
-,character of people than he meets in
average than the day students. .
and the lawyer is a very powerful .
law school. Also, he is paid the same
According to Marsha Fox, a
individual," he said. "The country'
as a beginning analy.stor many entry
legislative aSSiStantin Alaskan
.
runs on law.~
;'leyel professional jobs. And lie gets
Senator Murkowski's office, n!ght.;; As to his scheduling pressures Dan
ram days off.
.
students succeed out of necessity..' '. .;
said, " I've never been very sane.
Gary appr~ciates the su~port he gets
"We don't have the l~ry of delving'
This is a personal thing--something I
from hiS fnends and co-worKers. On
into the law1" she said. "We must be
wanted to..do. There is always that
the job site his co-workers -schedule onented, every minute of the
point where you think you are out of
appreciate his negotiating skills and
day is planned. We find out what is
your mind but to quit would be to
good naturedly refer to liim as "the
important, listen get as much out of
admit failure."
Law School Kid."
lecture as possibl e, don't panic and _ ..•..
Tom Slattery is equally dedicated in
" Gary is also under the time.&UD~,
just DO!" '... '. '.
.'..' ..':
his pursuit of a J.D. "Y.ouonly live
Most afternoons he gets home ffom work
Despite-the high p'ressure of her'
. once I think" he said.
. just in time to shower and go to
full-time job, Fox Tmas time for her.'
Tom is a mana~ment consultant with' school. He doesn't spend J:iis evenings
nililitclasses because of her'
Peat Marwick andllies B-52's in the _
. or weekends socializmg but devotes
aamiration for the law.
Air Force Reserve. He already holds
that time to the books. His strength,
"LaWis-a good exposure to how
an MBA but seeks a J.D. to complete a
however, is his spontaneity. "I have
Deopleview what is nght or wrong,"
, goal he ~as held.since high school.
a good perspective as to what my real
she said. "It is very human. There is
~e Vlewslaw school ~ a tool for
problems are-and what my incidental
no such thing as 'tilack letter law'··
SOC1~change, a cqncepb0!l.buttressed
problems are," he said. "
The experience of law school
by !Us exper!ence 10 the military
Gary ho~s to rely on that
therefore enhances her value on the
~1lich he ~nJo~d but found ..
spontaneity when lie switches to the
job and prepares her for future career
conservatiVe. '~e felt that military
aay.program next fall, a switch tha.t
'!loves,tiut at the expense of her fre~ ::•
officers and .enlisted men ~ay well
makes liim a little nervous~ "Full
hme...
'...' ;
.;
'...,
haV€?more ng4ts than proVlded by t~e
time day students .--itis th.eir whole
"¥.Y time is not my own; I ha~. to ;;:
services.. He also ~ee~law as a ~
life and they take it so senously .
~e Willingto work the JIours and .•.,t >.
'. opportun!ty for bnngmg ~bout
because it is their whole life. In
{i~l.e"three or f?ur-.~ru..ngs
ato~e·'. ·~L;: ..• ~~ri~0:;h~~~;8:~,~1~c~~~d:ou control
~~&::~::program, the goals are
Marsha wouldn't trade it in for day, .'...
•."To!J1lIke the o~her mght studepts
. Gary's goals a!,~und~fmed at this
school, however since she enjoys the"
~ faces. hme constramts but needs hiS
. !lme beyo~a rec~lV1Dg
his J.D. "He's
diversityof b~th workipg l!nd go!ng tp'
.salane.s to pay hiS mortgage. He
.'.
mterested 10 enVlronmentallaw, and
law school. Smce her Job IS so high "-..
.I~oks to a strong support system from
sees la'.\'~chool as an excellent . '.
pressured, la\\' school is almost a
ihlS
office and hiS faml,Iyto help hIm
opportunity to develope a vocatton.
welcomerelease: . .'
..'
•
throug!J.the rougher h~es. Above all,
He believes his working experience has
Ical, T9m .
"Lawschool is no b~deal because
'.'!'
....hen hme becomes
given him a betterperspecttve on what
the pressure at my job is greater than:
throws the clock away.. Nothmg is
he wants from law school. "But I
the pressure here," .she said; Fox ....'
So serious or so imP9rt~nt as your
haven't sat on the other side of the
also enjoys the knowledge she hasbeeii",
health and your family, he said.
fence. I look forward to not having
able to lise in her work. Her boss
'. However, he views the law degree as
to go to work."
supports her whole-heartedly, although
an excellent tool and because he IS
many of her co-workers think she is '
makin,gan iiwestment of time and money
crazy for workingso hard...
.."
into his J.D. he expects a big return,
D.anFo~ on the other hilOd,isC
not so much financial but certainly
workm,gagamst the 'double whammy' of ,.:personal. In that respect, Tom views
a full hme (sometimes more than fuIl- . .oay and night students as,essentially
r:_.,.....••.•
,•.•.
,..

0

+:

i
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no right to interfere. Ironically ..
later that day I had an offer to go to .
the Cosmos with a friend who said his
Part-time $ Aid
father was a member. He said that
such visits often lead to valuable
.: »
Tothe Editor:
professional connections (one of the
Under National Law Center financial
main reasons why women are demanding
id I'
. I
d t
: equal access to such clubs)..
. .
ai po ICY evenmg aw stu en ts are
No thanks, said I. WhIle I'm not
not eligib eifor Perkins Loans
excited about the government,
:
(formerlyknown as "NDSL.s"). Howeve.r,
espe.cially the patently corrupt D.C.
this policy is iq.conflict with the
,
.
II'
.
:I' b
h
financial aid Oliey of Georze
government, te mg pnvate c u s w 0
.
..
hPh'd' b
they must admit (my fears of Big (~
Washington . niversity, w IC . IS urses
. Brother), it s.eem..s .unfair for the
funds accordmgto statutory·
guidelines [20 U.S.C S 1087,etc.l,.;
Cosmos to discriminate, so why should. .:
and will award. Perkins Loans to nalf-,
I have anything to do WIth them?
.
.GILIERTS
time students who have demonstrated
Then last week Lhaddinner with a
sufficient financial need. According.'
group [of] second years/one ofwhom
.~.-:.JCil'-i.';to an informal J?oll of NLC and GWU
was wnting a paper on all-male clubs.
'~'1_
.'
financial aid officers, the rationale'
;This time the discussion centered
,..
for the divergent law school policy is
';;around the Constitution;aljssuesf.'~
that night students work, and
.
these clubs openly discriminate.'
...'
.
··SMITH IEVIEwS-NUTSHELLS .."'.
therefore do not need the money. "
against women, and couldn't Congress
The law school's summary denial-of
use its police power to regulate any
CASE NOTES"
funds (Perkins Loans, scholarship aid,
activity which directly or. Indirectly
WEST'S
LmEI
~tc.) ~o evening students, which costs
affects interstate commerce? Someone
individual students thousands of
mentioned Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc.
~NUI~HOIN.aOKS
dollars, is founded upon invalidv.
U.S. (1964) which said that amotel
assumptions about. the "typical" night
may not exclude Blacks since that
i; STAnoNAIY,
SUPPLIES AND MORE
student. It IScertainly incorrect to
would impede their interstate travel
think that evening students work all
(I was familiar with the case because
day and study all night, often at the
we recently discussed it in Dean
expense of their personal lives,
Barron's class). Is not the liquor ..
because they enjoy the frantic
served at the Cosmos, and other alllifestyle. NIght students work
male clubs, a sUffi.lcien.tPart of the
because it costs a lot to liverand
flow of commerce for Congress to
raise a family) in D.C. - most would
justify regulation, asked the term
not have access to a legal education
paper writer? I could see her point,
but for the eveningprograms of D.C.,
my visions of Big Brother aside.
law schools.
Maj the federal or the D.C.
Once an 'evening student borrows the -govemmentpass some legislation on
maximumannual
amount of GSLmoney,
this issue'!/. This question will soon .
the only alternatives to Perkins Loans
. be resolved by the Supreme Court.
HQURS: 9:30 _~ 6:00 MOND.\y-'FRIDAY
.:
are commercial loan programs, like
Should these government entities
CONS ERN or Sallie Mae GradEd, that
encroach on the sanctity of all-male
involve very high rates of interest
clubs? A tough question. Should Dean
and require immediate payment of all
Barron resign from the Cosmos Club
. interest accrued. Perkins Loans, on.
because of Its discrimination against .
the other hand; are fixed at 5% .'
women? At least this is a topic on
interest. per year and repayment
..
which we law students can easily'"
starts nme months after graduation. '
kibqutz; It is sai~ that every time "
When students take-out commercial:
c'
the Issue of-admitting women comesup.r
. loans, the amount of principal owed. .
for a vote a[tJ the club,the Dean
.,
grows every semester, resurtmg In
votes in favor of admission. Change
larger monthly mterest payments and a
from within the system But what if <;,~,;
corresponding need f~r larger loans to
they opened a discriminatory club and. '
,
:.~
';'His concen'tration on outside
cover next semester's mterest
nODooy came?
by Sally Weinbrom
'iriterests eliminated his chances at
payments. A vicious cycle of
But what business is it of ours what
':laWreview but that wasil choice Randy
constantly growing loans and interest,
the Dean does in his personal life? .
.
Introspecti~nis
not apopular';'S.(
w~s willing to Jive with since he
.
payments develops, as well as.
'
Wel~ he certainly would receive
exercise at law school. Once here;' ;",
wanted to put his J.D. to creative
•
substantially inflated long-term debt.
publtc praise if he rescued a child
law students tend to seek the same
'.
uses.,.',
The on!J appropriate method for.
from a Durning building on the way ,
brass ring Of hiWt grades, Law ReView
He did not view his part -time nonallocating financial aid resources is
home from the NLC, so why should he be
and a higll paYIng Job at a pie~tigi~)l1s / ,
legal work as a break butam~ans
to
careful consideration of the unique'
immune from criticism when he finishes
fir.m. Tiley don't stop to conSldel' If:;
, an· end. '."I took a step back to take a
financ' I '1 l' n of'
. t d t'
his day with a drink at a club which
It IS what theywant. Students
.,
step forward;" he says. Rather than .
not su~~~~aJ~nial
~:;ed~:
e~"
pra~tic~s ,!'mqst blatant and ugly form,.,
working in toe public interest,Jot· :/::' ,. ,evaluating his future legally, that is
:'--(unfoundedJ generalizations. The
of dlscnmInatIOn? . ..' . .'"
'. "
non-pre~tigious firms odor small,'
examining details in mmutIae and
National Law Center should therefore
We students expecnhe'Dean
to
compames bear the brunt of peer '.' '.
switching them around to form a~ ..... ,
treat eve1,1ingst~dents a~ individuals,
' provide leadership when it comes to an;'
disfavor. "Oh, well--that's very:appropnate pattern, Randy examIned .
and get ndof thIS questIOnable.
.' '
Issue w~i<ehdirC?ctlyaffectstheNLC"
nice .. What are your real plans?" ,
tlie broad implications of what he
financial aid policy.
' ..
" .,
:- c~eatmg fur Instance ~-a!1d can be
-: Accordmg to Randy Stratt" students
JustIfiab~ angry when he fatls to '
wanted to do and than he did it.'
,
shouldn't
feel
guilty
about
explOring
,
..... He never got any negative feedbaCK
_ Mark R. Humphrey
provide It. Butdo we have the right
less popular legal options or even, from anyone, except perhaps the
0' to~s~.the.De~ntoadju~t
his I!Crsonal/
non-legal careers but in fact should' ,
:actiVIties tosmt our notions oT
administration who were unclear what·
use theIr years in school for
.,
Supremes .Play
.morality? 'Perhaps by remaining in the ,
to call his degree when he finished. .
exploration of options -- getting
(~osmo~ qub, Dean Barron has !llready
He has a masters in political science
Cosmos Club
, ready for the rest of life.
givenus hIs answer to that question.
on his diploma now.
'
.
. ''It's okay not to be a lawyer," he
In scliool, people just said, "that's .
- Bill'~~s~~
"
said. "Lawyers can serve a very
him, just someone gomg off on his own
To the Editor:
important role in society. They
path, ' he said. "If people think you
also
waste
resources."
are sure of what you are doing, they
On Monday,' March 30, the Supreme
Stratt is a prime example of a very
will admire you for it."
.
Court heard oral argument in the case'. \
successf~1 ma1,1in a nonlegal fiel~.
He encourages any law student,
of Board of Directors of Rota!)!
• ,. '
He receIVed hIS Masters degree In
.
unsureofwhetner
they want to
International v. Rotary Club oJ
Sci<:nce and InformationSystePJs
and J ..
pract~ce law to consider the following
Duarte in which the Issue was whether
D.
In
1981
from
GeorgeWashmgton
.)"',
'
,,'
questIons.
a California law requiring admission-'.':'
University. After staiting the legal'
1) Do you really want the goal you
of women to all-male clubs violates
department from the ground up at a
, have set for yourself? .
the 1st Amendment assembly rights'o.L
. >
small computer comRany, he found that
· ,2) How realistic is it?
the clubs' male members. The Court's;
'Prom the ho~e office i~ Galvestbn,
he was fascinated with the marketing .:'.
V'-: Once answers are at hand, the law ~
decision in thi~ ca~e will certainly "\ .
. Texas come the top ten reasons to hate
a~pects o.f the company'. He is now a.
student should turn any interest or
.~
have far reachmg Impact;. there are>
the. Mets. . ;.
VIce presldent,responslble
for . ,",.
skill he/she possesses to his/~er
.:
ilt leas.t several juri.sdi~tion~,.
'. ." .....
a~vertising, jointp'romotions,
retail
.', " advantage. Law school combIned WIth
IncludI1,1gD.C., WhI<;hare predIsposed.' '.
10. Gary Carter
dIrect mail campatgn and product
another mterest gives the student a i,.,
to passIng such a law. And such a law,i,
9. Howard Johnson
development.
,
.
,
·competitive advantage'on the market,'
would affect the atmosphere at D.C.'s'
.. ' Stratt had not planned to becOlne a
Cosmos Club, an all-male enclave which:,
8. LenDyks!ra:
according to Stratt.Lawyering
may
vice president but a la\\1'er. Yet his
·not be all that secure in the future"
preparation was a bit dilferent than:
~~~~dj:~~~n!!~::~~ers,the
N;:~.'~,.. .
~:
'f
he says and firms may begin to .'
mo.st law stu.dents. For four years.;
Lastfall, a group of us werehavm'g,
5. DWight Gooden'
institute lay-offs. Multi-talented
whIle
attendmg
law
and
graduate
'..
coffee at the Bon wbenfhe Cosmos Dub,
4. WalI>fBackman
individuals will be in, high demand, he
classes, Randy worked almost fulI'time
says.
'..'
"
reared its head. The discussion came-,.'
23K
. Ti~h eufel d
in computer related jobs and decided
around to whether Dean Barron should
. elt Hernan ez "
~; :'Be g~od en~ugIi to ~~ow tPl!t whatto enter computer. related law.')' .'. c·;
you want IS the nght deCISIon, If It
.:
resignJrom the club as a protest to
.
1. Gary Carter
Eveptually he l'ea!Ized that as much as
IS not what you want, create your own
its di~criminatory p<?1icies.Some of .' .... . :lEd'"
;.
fj . . .'
he lIked law, he dId not see the need .
.definitionof success," he said.,
.'
to practice.
.
.,'
an
Randy Stratt has. .
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ANew Direction in New Age Music
""-

byKen Brothers

combination ofjazz, pop and classical
.. '. " mUSICthat can-nest be categorized as
. If yo~ liked the theme to si:
;'New Age." The New Age sound loosely
Fire, youU love the new album by a _
includes free-flowing instrumental
gro~p called Dreams. treetr'The artist
mUSIc, generally by solo artists
.
behmd the saxophone is named David
targeted toward a generation r~ised on
Boruff, who has just produced his
. '.
ro<:~ but w~otpave mellowed with time.
firstsolo album. The album is
Critics call It elevator music;"
released under the Artful Balance
Artful Balance calls it "musi~ to
label,which together with several
relax to ... to listen to ... to
other recent r~le!iSes,has provided a
not listen to
to read to . . . '
newdirection'in mstrumental music.
- to dine to
to dreamto .•. to
Boruff's album features a unique ... '..
..,make love to."
"
But Boruff is by no means a newcomer

ElntO'/ .: ,

"

'

_

....,..

•

,--

.-.

""

0'

. MAI(E;THE

o

SMART MOVE.
,

his Mom, Dad, wife and daughter. It's
that kind of music .
Another Artful Balance release that
deserves special attention is the
.,
keyboard-and-synthesizer
work of Randy
Waldman. The self-taught pianist has
been on the forefront in developing
,
synthesizer innovations as well as
writing the scores to several popular
Rhoda.
..,~
movies, including Back to the FUture,
On Dreamstreet, Boruff shines. His
The Color Purple, Ghostbusters,
,
sax solos are balanced with kevboards
Splash, and Romancing the Stone.
and synthesizers, which helps {he
Waldman demonstrates his innovative
album flow from mood to mood .. It
style while maintaining his musical
opens with St. Rev, which resembles
poise in this well-crafted work.
.
tlie theme from St. Elmo's Fire in more
The fourth debut release is by
.
ways_than the title. But Boruff show
, double. Grammy winner Jeremy. Lubbock,
his depth in numbers like Pop Melangee
garneredb1s awards with his worlc..c_" ,
* and Pocket-Dance; where his-runs-send>' t : who
,
- shivers down your spine. It's the.'
'. on Chicago 17. A musician quite by·
accident, Lubbock was stud~g Modem
kind of music that makes you feel good .:
Greats at Oxford and playing in clubs
when you hear it.
.
to supplement his income wlien he was
But if it's a quieter ambience
.~ .
discovered. by a London record company,
you'relooking for, pay more attention
i .•
He
moved to the U.S. ten years ago,
to three other Artful Balance'
.'
and
has arranged scores for everyone '
releases. Each is the performer's,
'."
from QUI. ncy Jones (The Color PUrple)'
debut albu% althougli all have
to Julio Izlesias and Willie Nelson'
.
impressive Hollywood experiences.
under the auspices of New Age. His
.
preVlqus album and concert appearances
read like a Who's Who of mUSIc,
including Chicago, Neil Diamond
Frankie Valli and the Four Seasoits
Earth, Wind & Fire, and the J offrey'
. Ballet. He also performed the themes
for the television shows Lou Grant and

.

.With'StudentService. Moving Co.
Our services and low-cost rates are .
.speclolly.desiqned to match the needs of
.young graduating professionals:

''0

• ,Fully trained, experienced; and
responsible personnel
.
", /
• Truckfle.t ideal for ~partment
and small-house moves
.'
• ~One-day service to 22 itat.s
seven day.,a week
• Licensed, fully insured'carrier'
• . Successfully 'moved hundr~dsof
law,medi~al,MBA, and PhD
graduates

, My own favorite is Vince DiCola's
solo plano album. Distancing himself
from his scores in Stayil)g AlIVe,
RocT9' III and Rocky Iv, DiCola has. ' '.
produced an album on par with George
Winston. "Calling the ~lano "the most .'
,expressive instrument, DiCola has ;
shoWn he can discover the fullest ..
. range and depth of the instrument
while producinganalbum
dedicated to

(To All tile Girls I've Loved Before)

Artful Balance Records are available
on compact disk, cassette and LP at
Wade Maxie's and Kemp Mill Records .

Compare our low rates. Call (703) .'
644-8786 f9r a free estimate. Service for'
m?yes over a distance greater than· 30

_mIles only, please.

,.'

..' .

SiUI)I:Ni SI:I~"IC:I:S

Moving Co.

c'

'ICC license MC:1S.-670

(703) 644-8~86
•.

'

L~

.

the combination of key!>oar~ strtiJ,gs
and synthesizers are artfully blended
into a soothing album that lS.just
right for just about anything.

-

·775-0022

2029 K 8t.,N.W.·
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Equal .Justlce at GW,

"

by Lou Manuta
Thanks to the~e'atr~sponse
of the
student body EJFhas raised over ",
$6000 in ple~ges to support students:
working m the public interest for our
Summer Grants Program. For those of
you that pledged and are able to pay
.now, you are encouraged to do so.
Please just place your check in a
'
sealed envelope and deliver it tel the '
EJF mailbox In the office in B-303.
If you can'~ pay right now, EJF will
be contacting you over the summer to
collect your donation. Remember, it
is never too late to join the Summer
Grants Program and if you haven't
pledged, you can still drop a check
off in a sealed envelope to the EJF .:

\

,,_

"

.r

,IfYou'Can't Come
,

-

Th .Califomla Th,Study

'FoFTheBarExaffi
,

-

'",

'Revi~w_' NLC"

'

mailbox :._'$25 or it day of your Summer
pay;"",.·
. Based upon ballots cast and offers
accepted, $1500 sU!llmer grants-will be
awarded to the Children's Defense,
Fund, PllblicDefender
Service, A YUDA,
and the Wildlife Marine Resource
:
Section of the Land and Natural" ' .
Resources Division of the Department,
of ~usnce. We were only planning on
, glVlOgthree $1500 grants, but due to., '
the wide response, EJF can now offer.
four. Another organization that,.
.
, couldn't afford counsel before will
now have assistance for the summer. , '
-Additi0l!ally, the elections for the ' •
ElF Executive "Board are complete. The
Wl!1ners for a one year term are:·
. Ehssa Levan.Dave Wolf, Velda.
-

,r-.;>

..',:'aliforma
C .,' '.' '.'
"Can Come ThYou.

Hofacker,BiII Russo, Kiin Susser, and
Lee Cicciarelli. They will join __,
curre~t members Beth Cohen, Pat--:. ,
Prochaska, Dan Duty, and Lou Manutatol
round out the Board. Planning will ,
by Sally B.Weinbrom
occur over the summer for events in' ,
the corning semesters.
.';'.
, Now there's also going to be a year
Every seven years the ABA reviews
all approved schools for.
'.
end Happy Hour for all EfF members.'
accreditation. This is the year for Watch for signs as to where and when /
. the NLC. ABA representatives Will be
the festivities are as all students,
on site April 16th and 17th to
are invited because we're allmembers
ofEfF.
.'
',.'
"
determine whether GW satisfies all
criteria to retain accreditation for
,another seven years.
The purpose of accreditation is to
ensure that all students receive
" educations satisfying bar admission
requirements for every state in the
- Uriited States. The experience of
Antioch law school, wfiich lost its
accreditation this year, shows that
. the accreditation procedure is not a
rubber stamp.
The ABA has stringent gu" ide,lines
regarding the sufficiency or
, ~
educational programs at law schools
the physical facilities, .the library
,
facilities, the admissions policy, and
the credentials of the faculty and ','
students. However, well established
law schools, such as GW, stand little
chance of losing their accreditation,
according to Dean Barron.
',"
The review is important in . ,
evaluating choices as to improvements
to make GW an even better school.
For example: in the last ABA review,
G\:Vwas. ~r!tlcized for.the inadequacy
of Its facilities. As a result the ,NLCundertook
a multimillion dollar
revampment of the building to provide
more study space and worK space for
teachers and students alike."
.'", '. '
The Dean expects this teamof ABA
representatives to give the NLC high '
marks because of the Improvement in
,the building; additions to the faculty
• 81!.dthe streJ!gtho! candidates
/"applYIng to GWfor next year. The
· faculty has grown to 4~ a 22%
,ipcrease over thef~culty size at the--'
ttme of the last reView, said Dean
Barron. AlSo, Barron said that the
numper of studentsapp-ly!ng for _.
admiSSion to next year s class are up
from last year. '.
'
r The Dean believes the facultv is a
particularly strong''drawing card for
, the ~LC, one which is continuously
gettIng stronger. 'For example,
Margaret-Farrell: a health raw
speCIalist, and Wtlliam Painter, a .
, corporations'specialist,
will join the
staff as tenured professors next year.
In addition, Harold Maier, a leading
..
.
,authority on international civil"~
procedure,'and George Christieban
ap~~ority on jurisprudence, will e
VISItIng m the Sprmg.
Tlie ABA requires a law school to
employ one full tIme faculty member
for every thirty students or at least
'.indicate that they are working toward'
achieving such a goal. Currently the
NLC has a staff numbering 42 and a
student body numbering 1150 day
students. Deans, admimstrative
. ,~
, personnel and librarians are excluded
[rom the calculation. The Dean
. acknowledges that the NLC will need to
add an additional SeVe!!f~culty ''.;";,, ,
members to the staff Wlthu1 tlie next ,':'
five years in order to keep pace with"
ABA rules.
,
...
•
. The ABA team includes ])avidRtider,
chairman of the committee and former
Dean of Northwestern Law School; ,
'William Tedrick, former'DeanoE
'
Arizona State Law' SchOol; J.William
Hicks of Indiana Law School' Harold,
Russell, a practitionerfromAthmta~-"',
-.anq Berpard Reams front the WashIngton
·Umverslty of Sf. LoUIS Law Schoo!.," ."',, ,

." Barpassers=offersthe IllOstc"ompre'hensive
corresporidence cass~tteand' 'book course available
dedicat(3d exclusively the California . Bar EXam.
.

~.

-

to

,

'.

'

,

If you are 'going to take the California Bar Exam
lefthe C~lifomia experts help.ypu pass the~xam.

.-

Write,~tcantodayarid findouthoii Bafpassers
,can.maketaking'the
California Bar 'Exam a once
'in ,a lifetime expetie!1c>e~"
....
.,'\.'

,.)-

...~"

;.

.,
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..
Section, 14 3L Reunion',

, Hoops Champs

The third year alumni of ~ection 14

will be having a reunion soon. The
fete, hosted by Professor Cibinic,

will be held on Wednesday ..,April15th,
. from 3:00 to 5:00 p.J}l.,on tne Fourth .
Floor Terrace (oiitside the Admissions
Office). Please come to get in y'ourc
votes {or Most Well Preserved Most
Chanzed, and Most' Likely to Practice
Law m a Small Florida City.
.

•
.

Parents and
Law Students

.

,

"

·Group Formed

For those who believe law stud~nts',
are mental giants and physical
.'
, mushrooms, word comes that a team of
eight first y'ear law studentsrecently
'
became university intermural
'
basketball champions. The team, named
the Ambulance Chasers, was comprised
of Michae~ Blum, Jeff qeorge, Stewart
Shanus, Bill Marsan, Mitch Ginsberg,
Chris Smith, Mike McQuillen and James
Barkley. Barkley was voted the
championship tournament's most
valuable player. The 9hasers finished
their regular season with a 5-0 record
and breezed undefeated through the
four game championship tournament.
.
They competed against sixty otherteams for, the honors. Way to go guys!
.'

---~--------SIPLA Program

Integrating family concerns into the
law school experience will be the
primary objective of a new NLC student
~oup, Parents and Law Students
(PALs).
According to Maxie Witkin, the
group's founder, PALs will also seek
to educate NLC students about ways
they can balance their present and
"
future family responsibilities with
legal careers.
. .
"
Among the pro~am~ planned f9r next
year are a round table discussion with .
NLC faculty members who are also . .
parents;'a Halloween party for the ..'
children of NLC students and faculty;
and a forum on the feasibility of . "
part-time employment ~ l~w.f~rms.! ...
If you are mterested.lnJOlnmg
PALs or.haveprogram
I~eas for next
year, contact Maxie WItkm.
'1
0

0

"

0

The Student IntellectualProperty
Law Association is pleased to announce
that Visiting Professor Kenneth
Germain will speak at its April
meeting. 'Professor Germainwill speak
about trademarks and the competitive
process as well as his experience at
the National Law Center. The meeting
will be Thursday, April 16 1987 at
8:00 p.m. in room L301. Refreshments
will follow the meeting. Everyoneis
welcome to attend.
-:
SIPLA is also pleased to announce
the officers for the coming year ..
They are:
"'.
. Randolph Smith -- President
'.
Daniel Juffenbruch -- Vice President
Michael Teschner.--Treasurer
Cindy Prezlock -- Secretary
If you would like to get involved or .
have a question please contact one of
the officers.:_s:~:-:;..,'~ '-.'
..... -

In their second meeting last ,
Tuesday, the GWUSA Senate-Elect filled
four vacant Sedate seats, including
the second law school senatorial seat.
·TWo law students, Ari Brose and Bill '
Koch, were elected to the law school
senate position and graduate senatorat-large position, respectively.
. candidates for tlie positions were
solicitedcampus-wide
through .
announcements in' The Hatchet and The
Advocate. Candidates were then
· screened by the Senate Rules Committee
on Monday night, and interviewed by
thefull Senate at the Tuesday night
meeting, '.
.
Seven candidates applied for the'
/ four positions .. Ted Leather was
elected to the unfilled position of
Graduate Government and Business
·Administration Senator. Since no one
had applied for the "position of . .
Graduate School ofArts and Sciences
Senator, the Senate-Elect voted to
open the position to a third graduate'at-large
J>osition. Tate Jones of the
School of Political and International
Affairs, was elected to the other'
'..
Graduate-at-Large
position.
Brose and Koch will be joining other
NLC students Elizabeth MacGregor (Law
School Senator) and David Itkin
" ..
(Graduate Senator~at-Large)\ elected
during February's GWUSAelections,
on
the Senate.
'
'. The next GWUSA Senate meeting will
be held onWednesday, April 29 (yes,".
the night of theTax Exam:) at 9:00
.
p.m. in Thurston Hall .. The Senate
.
·Will vote on the allocation of the
'
$250,000 budget at that meeting.

Commeilce,nenfActivities

.,.- ..

.'. -

.

May 17 -- GRADUATION
CEREMONY
Smith Ce~terh George Washington University

.

.

speaker will be, Senator Daniel Inouye (Hawaii).

Ma}'17 -- GRADUATION
RECEPTION
G.W. campus
.
.'
Immediately following the graduation
The SBA Commencement Committee
announces that the Graduates'
RMeceptionwill be held on Saturday"
ay 16th from 4:30 J>.m.until 6:30
p.m. at the Rayburn House Office
BUilding.,
The semi-formal reception is an '.,
0tliPI!Ortunity
for ~aduatingstudents,
e!fguests, and facu,lty ]llembers to
~oqaflze pnor· to ~egtnl1!Dg .'.. '.

~~~e
~~~~:ar~k~r~~~ns~
Committee has solicited funds and
~rftll:nized.apre-gr.:aduation reception.
;--ctpltolHill was Chosen agam because
itproved to be a popular site for
lCl!ityear's receptIOn, particularly
Willi out-of-town guests. This year's
, reception will accommodate
approximately 1,000 IJC!OPle.
for a light
~menu of wines, SOft,drinks. and hors, I)

-

Typing by Legal Secretary: Have y'our
typmg done oy a professional! quickly
and accurately' on an IBM-II for
$1.75 a page. I'm located three
blocks from campus. Call780-1688,
248-4360 or 960-6851. .
.
· Attention Subletters! I am looking
for
apartments for summer
associates for local firm, Seeking 1
bedroom, furnished aparments in D.C.,
MD, or VA near a metro station,
,
.suitable for one, willing to share.
Seeking sublets from riiid-May to midAU1WSt,dates flexible. Call MJ.
.Phillips at (202) 828-5867, M-F 9 a.m.
to ti p.m.
Subletters, Lneed furnished 2-bedroom
apartment from mid-May through July
for approximately' $8OO/month. Also
nee4 furnished 1-bedroom apartment or
efficiency from June through AUglll!t
.
' for approximately $6OO/month. Call
. Cher DeLancy,- 'Yeekends after 6:30 p.m,
at356-1446 or M-F 9:30 a.m. to 6:30
p.m, at 783-1200.·
GW Philosophy Club presents Professor
William Griffith. "Can Ethical Theory
Learn From Applied Ethics? Musings on
Business and P'rofessional Ethics and
the Mathematics of Chaos and.
Catastrophe."\yednesdaYJ
April 15,
3:30 p.m.,.Marvm Center 418.

ceremony (3:30 or 4:00 P.M.).

d'oeuvres. The event will t>efreeof
chargrc;a'du'a'tl"ngstudents w'ho pia'n°to'
Gi
attend the reception need to provide
the commencement committee with their
names and the names of their guests.
A table will be set up on the first
floor during, the last week of classes "
to collect tills information. The ." .."
committee has decided not to limit the
,~::~~~.f
~;~e~~~:t~~c;rd
~e, •......
.requested to limit theIr. guests to a .. .....
reasonable number.
'.
The RaYburn Building is easily
.
accessible from the Caj>itol Soutli
.
station of the Metro's olue and orap.ge
lines. When entering the building for ' .
the reception, guests should use the .
South capitol Street "horseshoe"
entrance.' .
' •'

.

Members.Appointed.

......
'

May 16 -- GRADUATES' RECEPTION
.'
...
..... "
Rayburn House Office Building, Independence Avenue and South Capitol Street,
S.W.
.....
;
"
....
4:30 P.M. until 6:30 P.M.
'
.
•.
Wine and cheese reception for graduating students, their guests, and
• faculty.'
' .'
. .•
'-"
.'

1.3Or.M.

Healthy males wanted as semen donors:
·.help infertile couples.
'
Confidentiality insured. Excellent
compensation. Ethnic diversity
desirable. Contact Dr. Fugger at
Genetics & IVF Institute, Fairfax VA.
698-7355~

SBA'(FacultY~Student Committee

-

pril ~5 .--' SENIOR NIGHT
Bnck Street Saloon,112218th
Street, N.W. (m the alley, next to Mr. Days
-Between 18th an<}.~9th and Land M)
9:00 P.M. until.
.
.
. . .....•.'
.Cheap grinks ($1 Michelob ~rafis), hot food and dancing music for d
/ graduatmg stuoents and t~e1t guests.
' '.
' .

. Comme!lcement

Free Classifieds to NLC students •.
Dro"p off your submissions in room B303B'
.
.

p,

The commencement committee has recently fmalized plans for this year's
aduat!on. A mailing has gop.e O\~t~o graduatmg ~tudl:(nts ~th details o~ .
raduation plans. The committe has also sent out mformation to graduatmg
students' families with general information on local lodging and graduation
eekend activities. Here is a description of the activities planned:

out

CLASSIFIED

.New GWUSA Senators

In additionhthe

by Bill Koch
" The SBA announced th~ 'selection of
the student members of the FacultyStudent Committees on Tuesday .. April
7, 1987. The following individualS
were selected to serve on the .
committees during the 1987-1988
academi~ year:
.
Student Representative to the Full
FacUlty .'
,
~ethCohen
'
Faculty Appoin.tments
DougNappl
'.'
. Tom Kuliri"
,
Mary Murphy
· Curriculum alid Long Range Planning
Glenn Harris',
' .. ' ,c
.Jeremy Sugerman :
. JohnStringham
schoi~ship ..'
Bill KoCh
Jonathan Ladd
, AriBrose
·.·,Placement Relations (CDO)
, Dave Jenks
.
"
.

.irmai&vTti~·,,;

""Laura Radak
; Meredith Parnell.>

Lib~
,

'.

followingstudents

will serve on SnA Standing Committees

0'

Matthew Lippman
Dan Hartman

-

":for the 1987-1988 academiC year:
. ABA-Law StudentDivi!ion
.'Representative
'Lorraine Barrabee .
. Commencement Committee
Barbara Shycoff (Chairpe
.. rs.on)
.Elizabeth Hack
. '
Nancy Tammi
""
Thomas Dilaconi
Tracy Makow
Laura Radak
Mark Abate
Maureen Eisenberg (2d year rep.)
Orientation Committee
Barbara Haynie (Acting Chairperson)
'Scott Miller .
Sherry Weiner ~
John Rockind
Lisa Kolman
Elisa Frazier
Donna Rogers
.The selection of the above studentS
followed a formal apJ?lication process
which included intetvlews witli members
of the SBA. Forty-seven students
sought positions on the nine
committees. SBA President Dennis
Quinn was happy ~th the inte~est
·shown by the applicants and Sal~ ~
"There were so many' ~
candiilates
•for all the positions tliat it was a ' .
particularly tough decision. Iwould
.
like to thailIe everYone who applied."
~~~~~~~~~~:::~r~.t~
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